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HAony Improvcmcnta Hove Been Car­
ried Out On Orounda TUo Year
As the ninth annual tournament tor
the lawn tennis championships of the 
............jld on the courtsOkanagan will bo held ,
of the Kelowna Lawn Tcnpis Club 
and a# for the f irs t fime the matches
for the championship, of the Interior 
for men's doubles will be included inxur lllVIl O UUMW4VCT y as*
the programme of events, some oeS' 
criptTon of the plub and its premises 
may not perhaps prove, Unintercst-
in The Kelowna Liwn Tennis Club 
was first started in; 19U and the game 
was played on the site of the present
courts. However, in this first/per- . . . .  . . .  — iber-iod of' the club’s history the mem 
ship was very small and the courts, 
which; were of ordinary , white clay, 
werei rough, one of the drawbacks , con­
nected with them being that the glare 
of the sun on the white surface was 
unpleasant, and made play difficult at 
times. Dr. B. F. Boyce, who is noW 
President of the Club, may be con­
sidered to haye been . its originator, 
though many of the old-time members 
are still active in its affairs. One of 
the first to join the club in the early 
days, Mr.' '^Reggie” Stone, who will 
he well remembered by all players m 
Kelowna, is this yeat professional at 
the well-known club at Folkestone, 
England, which is ^one of the largest 
and best managed in the Old Country.
When the Great War started the 
members of the Kelowna club were
atill playing on the old clay courts, and 
9vas onhas w  ly .natural, during' the great 
conflict the 'club “petered , out," 'so 
many of its players being on active 
service.'  Last year however, the Cmb 
was re-organized, Dr. and, Mrs. Boyce 
very generously donating an acre ̂  of 
land on which the courts and pavilion 
are situated, a gift which was followed 
up this season- by _the presentation of 
another acre adjoining to  ̂ the south. 
Thus, through their liberality, Dr.^and 
Mrs. Boyce may be considered as hav­
ing placed the club; in the excellent 
position it now occupies.
‘The courts on which? the, tourna­
ment will be held are unique in their 
character and composition and are well 
worth the trouble of inspection by 
any one who . is interested in the game
of lawn tennis. Last year they were 
three in number and this season two
motfe have .been : addel. They- differ 
from the ordinary cinder . or clay 
courts 'and have been made under the 
a'uperintendence. of a member of the 
club, who persistently experimented 
until he secured exactly what he wished 
td  obtain, a firm, hard court, easy to 
Ic^^p in order, which ̂  will itand all 
kinds .of‘'wear, on which the ball is 
easily seen, and minus the ^ ia re  of 
the ordinaiy ^clay court.  ̂ This result 
been achieved > by using the hard 
white clay as a foundation, which is 
covered with coal cinders with a top 
dressing of powdered red brick, not 
more than a'quarter of an inch of the 
latter being required. I t  is essential 
that the brick be well powdered and 
not put' on in lumps, however small, 
also that' the-courts be kept well rol­
led. They should also- be well sprink­
led every day. .The ones in use at the 
Kelowna Club were a success from the 
very start and their nai^e is becoming 
famous, continual enquiries being re­
ceived from other clubs as to how they 
were made. They dry quickly, are easy 
to keep in good shape and are very in­
expensive as regards up-keep, so from 
every point 6f view they are a great 
success. They cannot fail to interest 
the visitors who will ,co;n> from ether 
districts to the tournduicnt who will 
without doubt notice also that they 
have been well tile-drained and that 
the club has spared no expense in 
making the courts pleasant to play on, 
for instance that . the run-backs are 
exceptionally rdomy and that the 
whole area is particularly well net­
ted, all of which adds to the pleasure 
of playing on them. .
This season a number of additional 
improvements have been made around 
the club’s premises,, two additional 
courts having been made to the rear of 
the pavilion, making five in all, and 
the pavilion has had a largo addition 
made to it. This clubhouse has. eyery; 
convenience needed, including dress­
ing  rooms for both* sexes, , is  ̂ well 
screened all round,, and from it the
8fay going on in all five courts can d watched. A la\/ î5 has also been 
made dnd a driveway, with a minia­
ture boulevard constructed, so that 
cars can be parked on the shady side 
of the grounds. A number of orna- 




Memorial Service Is Held In  Park 
And Many W,rdafha Are Placed 
On Monument
Under the audpiccs of the JFack Mc­
Millan Chapter of the Imperial Order 
of the Daughters of the Empire, a 
memorial service wa? held in the Kd- 
lOwna iPity; Park last Sunday, Jfune 
10th. that* day having been appointed 
National Decoration Day throughout 
the Dbmihion, and in spite of ,the very_' __ At..J_Arainy weaker a large number of people. . . . . . .attended this ,'cercmony ? in order to 
show 'their respect for those who gdvc 
.up thcir/lives for their country during 
the Great War.  ̂ , . ,
V Shortly before three p.hi. the Boy 
Scouts and Girl Guides accompanied 
,by their officers*: after; assembling at 
the Scout Hall, marched ,to the Park 
and to them were attached a portion of 
the local W olf; Cpb and Brownie 
packs. On arrival hear the memorial, 
they took upi positibn; on two sides of 
a square, the third side being taken 
by the Kelowna City Band and^ a 
portion of the public,. Mayor D-,W. 
Sutherland, the Rev. Alexander Mac- 
Lurg and the; Rev. D. G. MacDonald 
had already placed themselves near the 
memorial, and the service was com­
menced b” His Worship reading, the 
well-known passages of scripture be- 
gfrining “I am the Resurrectiqn and 
the Life,” after which all present join­
ed -in singing “O God, Our Help In 
Ages Past”.
The Rev. D. G. MacDonald then 
offered uj) pilayer* mentioning that 
piany things would come to the mind 
of those at the iCeremony, some ot 
which were very sad, while others were
of a joyful nature. There was joy m 
having won the victory, but this .was 
tempered with' sorrow at the number 
of vacant chairs, in. many homes and 
the sufferiu" of many who had return­
ed from the front ruined in health and 
spirits, i These tribulations should not 
discourage us but rather we should 
be grateful .to the.-Great - Creator, and 
those who had gon^ through the aw­
ful conflict and returned, safely honie 
should dedicate themselves to G°d. 
The rev. gentleman made a very 
eloquent appeal for the day to come 
when the Prince of Peace would re­
turn to take His ^^^one. He hoped 
that many at the service would leave 
it under the influence of the Prince 
of Peace,
planted. . . . /  • .
The Kelowna Law Tennis Club is
affiliated with the B. C. Lawn Ten­
nis Association and throuRrh that body 
with- the All' Canada, Lawn Tennis 
Association, the headquarters of, which 
are , at Toronto. Last year the club 
played home -and [away matches' with 
the Clubs of Summcrland. Vernon and 
Okanagan Centre, and it sent repre­
sentatives ta  tournaments at Kamloops 
and Salmon Arm and, —enerally speak- 
imr, had ad i^ceptionally successful 
season. Its membership included 
seventy-sevCn playing members, twel­
ve ihonthly members and thirty-three
Responsive readipgs, led by the Rev. 
A. MacLurg, taken from the Psalms 
and. F irs t. Corinthians, occupied • the 
lieitt portion of the service, after which 
Mr.' MacLurg gave an address to those 
present, commencing by referring to 
the absence of Archdeacon T. Greene, 
whose duties had called him elsewhere.- 
He chose for his subject the text 
“Thanks be to God, who hath given 
us the victory;” and spoke in eloquent 
language of the. custom of-following 
those whom we love to the grave, in 
this case we were not doing quite the 
same thing, as we'were gathered to­
gether to look at the names of those 
whom we admired graven on stone, 
which actually enabled us to^realize 
the victory they had gained both in 
this life and over death. The speaker 
then emphasized the fact .that , it is 
always necessary to pay the price ot 
victory,-this being an immutable law 
similar t6 the following of winter after 
summer, or the falling of Ihe leaves. 
In the same way-life preceded deaui ana 
it was part of niatural law that life ne­
cessitated. death, which was in itsi turn 
the forerunner of life, and in  ̂the case 
of believers of victory. The men whose 
names were placed on the monument 
had died ih order that new life  ̂and 
freedom might be the portion of those 
who followed them, and their/ path­
way of sacrifice led them to ultimate 
glory. Those who had remained a- 
mbng Us and who had been disabled 
and made unfit for the ordinary dut­
ies of this life should also have our 
entire sympathy, and help and Jho'̂ G 
also who had been bereaved of those 
dearest to them, who wfere not dead n? 
the ordinary sense of the term but 
merely promoted and asleep in Jesus. 
Because of their • sacrifice we all Jive 
in safety and under free institutions 
and it was right to hold their names in 
high'reverence.
Wreaths were then placed on the 
memorial by the various organizations 
present, including the Scouts, Girl 
Guides. Daughters of the . Empire, 
Great War'Veterans, and all the auxil­
iary organizations connected with pat­
riotic and charitable work in Kelowna, 
also by numerous people, who had lost 
relatives and'friends .in'the Great War. 
The hymn “Nearer My God To Thee” 
was then sung, after which the “Last 
Post” was sounded and the gathering-V*.. T  ̂ aIia' ̂  ' T*\—« « av
noh-playing members, a-‘ total of one 
d ‘ ■■ ■ ■hundre and twenty-two, which has 
already been increased this . season 
tA one hundred and: fourteen mem- 
bbl*s, ten? monthly meinbers and 
thirty non-playing members, a total- of 
one hundred and fifty-four. Its af­
fairs arc in first-class shape 'all round 
and a pleasant, and entirely fortunate 
season can be'anticipated* so that the
(Continued on Page 6)
ROWING REGATTAS
ON THURSDAYS
Weekly Series For Practice Succoos- 
jhuly Inaugurated Last Week
Last Thursday evening some twen­
ty-five ■members of the Kelowna Row­
ing Club attended the preliminary 
regatta 'of that orgariiaation, held at 
the Aquatic Club.
One of the ,ni6st interesting races 
wps the ladies’ fours, stroked by Mrs. 
Burnc and Miss D. Buck. I t  was a 
very even contest till close to the fin­
ish, when Mrs. Burno’s boat drew
ahead and won bpr nearly brte length
'Three' crews ‘ o f men’s fours turned 
but, stroked by Dr. MacEwen, Mr. 
Ootmar and Mr. Seath. respectively 
and: here and again .there was a really 
good race, Mr. Seath’s boat reaching 
flic finish about half a length ahead of 
Dr. MacEwen's, while that stroked by 
Mr. Ootmar came in a very close third.
Taking it all round, a very encour­
aging* start was_ made for this season 
and the executive of the Club hope 
that the same enthusiasm will pi*evail 
throughout the entire rowing season, 
also that all • who arc interested in 
such a fine sport as roiving will be­
come members. These preliminary re­
gattas are to . be continued every 
Thursday evening, froni now' on so as 
to keep the members in good form and 
ensure ■ Kelowna holding, the premier 
place in this aquatic sport during the 
present year,;.
BIG SLIDE ON C PjR, V; /
BLOCKS MAIN LINE
, FIELD, B.C., June 14.—A land 
slide a mile long has blocked the 
C. P. R. tracks near here, and _trams 




OTTAWA, June 14.—A loan of a 
million and a half dollars has been 
granted to the Canadian Government 
Marine to meet its deficits. . . ^
The B. C. Departments of Education 
and Industries are to undertake a ser­
ies of tests of the ceramic clays ̂ of this 
Province with a view of ascertammg if 
the pottery industry can be established 




Partial Compliance By Rshenes De­
partment With Request Of Kelowna 
Sportsmen
An executive meeting of the officers 
of the Kelowna Fish and Game Pro­
tective Association was .held m the 
office of Messrs. E. W. .Wilkinson & 
Co., Bernard Avenue, on Sa^rday 
Evening, the Hon. . President^ Mayor 
D. W. Sutherland, acting as chairman 
and Mr. E. W. Wilkinson as secre­
tary.
disposed; Loiter on the Daughters of
K‘the Empire proceeded to the elowna 
Cemetery and'decorated the graves of 
all there who had given military ser­
vice to their country. ' ' .
POLICE REPORT FOR
MONTH OF Ma y
Property Stolen 
Value of property reported
stolen during month...........  $429.00
Value of property reported
stolen and recovered.'...'.......  400.00
Value of property reported
stolen and not recovered..... 29.00
Collections
Trade license'money'collected ' 
and paid,to the.City Clerk.... $35.00 
Dog-Tax money collected and •
. paid to the City Cjcrk.... . ' 9.00
Total collections $44.00
'The first matter taken up was the 
stocking of the lakes in the vicinity 
of McCulloch, and a letter was read 
which had been received from _the 
Chief Inspector of Fisheries at.N ew  
Westminster, Mr. F. Harrison, inform­
ing the association that, subject .to 
weather conditions permitting, ar­
rangements h ad , been made to stock 
Cariboo, Haynes and Pear lakes with
20.000 Kamloops Trout “eyed eggs ; 
also that his department would great­
ly appreciate any assistance gi/cn by 
the association to the officer who 
would accompany the shipment and 
who had “been instructed to get into 
comriiunication with the officials of 
the association at the proper time. The 
letter further stated that, in order that 
complete records of the planting might 
be available, the department would 
also be glad if the association would 
from time to time inform it, as to the 
success of th: stocking
The secretary was instructed to re­
ply to Mr. Harrison, thanking him 
for his letter and assuring him that 
the association would give the ofiicer 
who would accompany the shipment of 
eyed eggs all possible assistance-, in 
planting same; also to call Mr. Har­
rison’s attention to the fact that t'ne 
association had made application for
50.000 trout fry and hoped that when
the time came for planting the fish the 
department •would be in a position to 
increase the shipment. Regarding the 
closing of the lakes to fishing, the 
'secretary .was - instructed to remind 
Mr. Harrison thait this matter had been 
taken up with Mr. A. P. Halliday, of 
the Fisheries Department, when the 
latter was in Kelowna about a month 
previous, and that that officer had also 
been of the opinion that no fishing 
should be allowed in them for four 
years, as otherwise-there would be 
little use in stocking them, and that 
the association hoped that the wishes 
o i  the Kelowna Fish and Game-Pro­
tective Association and the people of 
the’ district it represented would he 
complied with by the department in 
that respect. , ,
Before the meeting adjourned, the 
President,, Mr. J. C. Taylor, and the 
Secretary, Mr. E. W. 'Wilkinson, were 
appointed a committee to arrange, for 
the annual genefal meeting of the as­
sociation, which will be held at the 
Board of Trade Hall on June 30th, 
when it is hoped that all who arc in­
terested in game protection in this 
section of B. C. will make a point of 
attending. Also before adjourning' it 
was decided to recommend to the Pro­
vincial Game Board that the bag of 
cock.pheasdnts and of quail be limited 
this season in this district to four per 
diem and sixteen for the season.
GLENMORE
The Glcnmorc Social C^ub met at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. -And- 
rewB ort Thursdaiy, May 31st. Mrs 
P. H. Ward acted as"ho8tc89 with Mrs 
Andrews. In spite of the bad weather 
there was a good turn-out of members, 
and a most enjoyable evening was 
spent with cards and dancing. The 
scores were exceptionally high, which 
gave some a better chance towards
winniug the aggregate prize. An an­
nouncement of the next meeting will
be made later. , _  *
' 'll. , ,
Miss Eby, of Toronto, is visiting 
her sister, Mrs. E. R. Ferguson, aiid 
expects to make a lengthy stay*
Mr, W. Wallace returned last Wed­
nesday from Calgary, where hĉ  closed 
a deal for part of his orchard with Mr. 
Wm. Geary, of Calgary. Mr; Geary 
will move to Glenmore the first week 
in July, when Mr. Wallace and family 
will move to Calgary.' 'N<, * , 'll
Mrs. Butterworth, with her two little 
boys Gordon and Norman, of West 
Vancouver, are guests of Mr. and Mrs, 
A. E. James.
The weather min was evidently in 
one of his worst moods when' he dished 
out the portion of weather for the an­
nual dance of the Glenmore Athletic 
Club. However, it failed to dampen 
the ardour of the crowd who, brayed 
the elements in goodly numbers from 
the town and neighbouring distrietsy 
showing that the popularity of the 
Glenmore dances does not wane. The 
number in attendance^ is believed ĉ to 
have been round two hundred and 
forty. Who can beat that record on 
such a night? [ ®
In previous seasons we have man­
aged to squeeze two dances into the 
time available, but this year only one 
couldl be arranged as flie Packing 
House will be utilized for box making 
from the 15th. . ,
Winstone’s Orchestra supplied snap­
py, up-to-date idusic. The Delco' Light 
was supplied by Thomson & Cope. 
'Those responsible for the decorations 
are 'to be congratulated on the success 
achieved in that direction, and last but 
not least the ladies’ committee, who 
once more demonstrated their capa­
bility in providing good things to eat, 
deserve our heartiest thanks for their
work. , ,  , ' ,
Naturally- we couldn t have an 
affair” with refreshments without 
some unclaimed things. Mrs. Rankin 
will gladly pass two plates to: their 
rightful owners if asked for. One im^ 
portant - person was missing, i.e. our 
burly policeman. He was needed on 
the road to see that the numerous cars 
were parked correctly, and he possibly 
might have discovered the purloinef 
of a spare tire off a car. Was it a 
joke or did some one really take a 
box with cake and plate? If they en­
joyed (?) the cake, it would look well 
if they relurned the plate. ; .
ALL FOREIGNERS
RELEASED BY BANDITS
SHANGHAI, Juno 14.—A11 the for 
cigticrs held captive by the Chinese 
bandits have npw been released.
NOVA SCOTIA COAL
MINERS ARE ON s t r ik e ;
NORTH SYDNEY, N. S., June l4. 
—A general strike is ' now in force in 
the collieries 6f the Scotia group.
RESULTS O P NEWBURY
SUMMER CUP
LONDON, June H.-—Diligence won 
the Newbury Summer , CUp today. 




QUEBEC, June 14.-—The villages of 
Glendyn and Sylly have been wiped 
out by forest fires. '
The recent regulations made by the 
provincial Department of Works in re-
fard to the weight loads whidh might e carried by trucks, and which Were 
in force during the rainy portion of the 




Representatives Of Various Branches 
Of Agricultural Industry Attend \ 
Pleasaht Function '
7
« , * /■■*'
At th e , Council meeting last even­
ing, an account of which will appear 
next week* a resolution was passed 
that prunings ; must be burned by 
June 23rd. The time was extended 
from the ,15th owing to; the continued
rain.
Some of our ranchers started thin­
ning last week. It is very necessary
this season, if we are to produce good 
fruit, to get ahead with this work. The
leaf Toiler has played havoc in many 
orchards in spite of dormant and other 
sprays. What about the unsprayed
Last evening a very pleasant gather­
ing took place at the Lakeview Hotel, 
Kelowna, spine forty representatives of 
the dairy, farming and fruit industries, 
to which were added a good sprinkling 
of the business men of the city, assem­
bling there and exchanging views on 
the various problems confronting the 
people of this; valley.
After an excellent repast had been 
done ample justice to. Mayor Suther­
land, who presided, commenced the 
proceedings by referring to the object 
of the gathering, stating’that the idea 
of bringing the leading men of the com­
munity together in a friendly assembly 
had been originated by Mr. Michalel 
Hereron.
He was followed by Mr. J. W. Jones, 
M.L.A., who pointed out the import­
ance, of the Kelowna Creamery to the 
community, and •who quoted figures 
showing the losses caused to the dairy 
industry owing to farmers not keeping 
the best stock.
Mr. George McKenzie was the next 
speaker and he touched on several 
points of importance, chief of; which 
was that the industry suffered by many 
farmers making and selling their , own 
butter instead of shipping their [cream 
to the local institution. He gave an 
interesting account of how the farmers 
in . the western peninsula of Ontario 
had become wealthy through the intro­
duction of thoroughbred stock, and ad­
vocated the keeping of more and bet­
ter dairy cows in this section.
Mr. M. Hereron also spoke, men­
tioning that he was the oldest settler 
in the valley present at the gathering. 
What was wrong with the dairy in-




Methods Of Storage And Financing 
Are Studied
Mr. F. B. Lucas, manager of the Ke­
lowna Growers’ Exchange, accompan­
ied by Mr.. W. O’Neill, secretary of 
that Local, returned on Friday from a 
trip to the Yakima and Wenatchee dis­
tricts, which was made for the purpose 
of inspecting the fruit warehouses and 
packing houses there and looking into 
the various systems of cold storage and 
pre-cooling in vogue in. that portion of 
the States. Mr. O’Neill also was par­
ticularly interested in securing informa­
tion as to the methqds__of financing and 
bookkeeping employed by our neigh­
bours across the line. Both gentlemen 
picked up a great deal of useful infor­
mation, which they will endeavour to 
utilize for the benefit of the Kelowna
Local. .
During their short stay in Washing 
ton, Messrs. Lucas and O’Neill _met^a 
number of important .people in the 
fruit trade, among others, Mr. J. M. 
Warman, President of the Wcnatchec- 
Okanogan Co-operative Federation, the 
headquarters of which are at Wen­
atchee; Mr. Landis, Sales Manager of 
the Horticultural Fruit Union, of Yak­
ima; and Mr. Herbert, General Mana­
ger of the Yakima Fruit Growers. 
They report that all whom they met 
across the line were very anxious to 
hear about the co-operative movement 
in this Province and expressed hopes 
that it would be a success, as, if so, 
an effort will be made to emulate it in 
that part of Washington. All the fruit 
dealers met with expressed the view 
that the prices quoted by lhc  Associa­
ted Growers of B. C. will affect the 
market, and 'will have quite an impor­
tant bearing on the price obtained for
dustry here, he statcdja„^as the fact
plent:,that there was still _ y of butter 
being made over which the Creamery 
had no control.
Later on speeches were made by Mr. 
J. Spall and M r.'W . R. Powley, who 
both advocated the centralization of the 
industry, if it could be effected on pro­
per lines,, also by Mr. W. G. Benson, 
who pointed out that a creamery is a 
great stabilizing agent in any farming 
community and that the Kelowna 
creamery had been successfully run in 
very bad times.
Mr. L. E. Taylor spoke for the fruit 
growers, incidentally referring to the 
excellent Jonathan apples on the table 
Red Ink Pippins,” a name given
ATHEKIWG 
O F G O U m
Little Of Public Interest At Last 
Week’s Session
Owing to the regular day of meet 
inff falling upon the King’s Birthday, 
the fortnightly session of the City 
Council was postlioncd unfll i Weduts- 
day evening, June 6th, when all the 
members were in attendance.
Having been confirmed by the rate* 
layers, tlic three By-Laws having rc- 
ation to aid to the Hospital and pur­
chase of land for park purposes. Nos. 
371, 372 and 373, were reconsidered and 
finally passed. By-Law No. 375, pro­
viding for electric heating rates, was 
introduced by,, Aid. Adams and  ̂was 
given three readings.
The City Clerk reported that Mr. 
Jatiics Coupland had verbally apiilicd 
I'or the City’s permission, in .writing, 
to enable him to erect a pump near 
th e : slough on Lot 38, Map 186, and 
also to cross that lot with his ditch, 
such permit being required' by the 
Provincial Water Rights' Branch in 
connection with Mr. Coupland's ap- 
ilication for a license to take water 
rom the slough in question. .
The Clerk was instructed to com­
ply with the request.
A letter was received from Mr. T. 
C. Macnabb, Superintendent, Canad­
ian- Pacific Railway, enquiring whether 
it could be arranged to lower the fire 
lydrant installed : at the intersection 
of \yater Street and Haynes- Avenue 
about a foot, which would give. suf­
ficient clearance for cars to pass it.
Superintendent' ■ Blakeborough .. was 
directed to ascertain whether’ such 
change - would be feasible.
Aid* Adam's; having stated that Mr. 
S. M. Simpson^ desired to obtain the 
use of the Curling Rink building for 
storage purposes, it was decided to 
ease, the building to Mr. Simpson at a 
monthly rental of $10.00, the'premises 
to be left at the termination, of his 
tenancy in as good order as at present.
The Mayor reported that since the 
ast meeting o f  the -Council he had 
gone into the matter of providing ad­
ditional office accommodation, but be- 
:ore taking any definite steps to secure 
it he had, asked for estimates from 
two- carpenters as to the cost of mak­
ing certain alterations as shown on 
a rough plan he laid before the Coun­
cil, and he submitted the iigures ob­
tained. ■ ■ '
The Council approved of the Mayor’s 
suggestions, and two r.esolutions were 
passed, leasing from Mrs. Keller three 
rooms for a period of five years at a 
rental of $40 per month, and accept­
ing the tender of Mr. James Millar at 
1)75 for making the necessary alter­
ations^ The Clerk was instructed to 
submit a form of lease covering the 
rooms to the next, meeting of the 
Council for approval.
On the. suggestion of Aid; Knowles, 
the City Clerk was directed to advise 
the Vancouver Publicity Bureau of 
the fact that there is a suitable tourist 
camp in Kelowna.
A formal motion was put through, 
appointing Mr. G. H. Dunn agent for 
the Corporation of the City of Kel-; 
ovVna for the purpose of making ap­
plication for a license under the "Water 
Acti 1914, to fake and use .64 acre 
: eet of water, out of a slough on part 
of Lots 35, 38 and 39, Registered Plan 
186.
There being no. further* business to 
dear ■with, the Council adjourned un­




Goiicral Managor Of The Associated 
' Growers Issues Statement To
Members
The subjoined statement has been', 
issued by Mr. A. M. Pratt, . General ? 
Manager of tHSTAkSsociated GrpAvers ot; 
British Columbia, Limited: '
To All ^Members of t h e ....................
Associated Growers of B.C., Ltd,, i,; ,
Long before- this, a message of ap­
preciation was due, but some of th e ; 
refinements ot the business had -to'̂  ̂
wait for the .'more elemental things . ; 
that required first attention.  ̂ '
To ail, however, I express most 
sincerely the appreciation of the con- : 
fidcncc shown -in selecting a stranger;- 
as your gcnct;al manager; and the*- 
friendly cordiality and genuine; en-,- 
thusiasm shown since the appointment ; . 
is even..more, aprcciated. - Though
personally these things moke one hap
Ey, yet it is a fact that the life of thi usincss itself is dependent upon thisjc ,
same spirit of cordial pulling together,' ; 
that makes me confident that more and;<>
more our whole body, with its 3,800(7 
members, will quietly adjust itself into; :., 
an eager, determined whole,, that w ill ' - 
accept what success lies ahead without 
boasting, and what disapppintmeiita ; 
have to come, with courage and'.'With- ' 
out bitterness.  ̂ ;
For it must be -recognized* by, a l l  , 
that the long, steady pull is yet a]headt{; 
success is . by no means an assured?;'
fact simply because this big organiz-.v 
ation has, been created." : ■ The' organ-;•/
Ization as> it now exists is a big -job 
well done and speaks in ho uncertain.. 
tones of the fine spontaneity and thi^h 
earnest determination which brought^
if into life. It is a new life particularly*;
ife that has such.•'
as
them by Mr. F. M. Buckland, and ex­
pressed regret at the approaching de­
parture of Mr. R. H. Helmer from the 
district.
Mr. Helmer made a very appropriate 
reply, in which he spoke of his affection 
for the Okanagan and stated that he 
intended to return here.
Mr. John Peters and Mr. Frank C* 
Neilisen, of Wenatchee, then both ad­
dressed the meeting, the former point­
ing out in very forcible language that 
the great idea in modern farming is to 
get maximum, production out of mini­
mum acreage, and the latter extending 
a hearty welcome to his home country 
to people living here.
Speeches were also made by Mr. 
Grote Stirling, on behalf of the Kel­
owna ’ Board of Trade, Mr. H. Rive, 
Dairy Commissioner for B. G.,. who ad­
vocated the centralization of the Ok­
anagan dairy industry at some central 
point, and by Mr. , C. A. Quesnel, of 
Lumby. and Mr. W. Middleton, of 
VernoiC who both held the same point 
of view.
The gathering broke up at about 
midnight*
fruit in this part of the continent. . , 
'fhe fruit crop ih the Yakima arid 
Wenatchee districts this season is ex­
pected to exceed that of 1922 by about 
twenty, per cent. Grain crops afe also 
exceptionally heavy in that section, 
heavy rain having fallen iri various dis­
tricts which for many years past have 
had a very scanty supply of moisture.
SCHOOL 1W T E E S  
MEET IN 
CONFERENCE
Representatives Of Okanagan' Boards 
Discuss Educational Matters
Twenty-one school trustees, repre­
senting school boards from all points 
in this district, met together last Thurs­
day at the convention of the Okanagan 
School Trustees’ Association, which 
was held in the Kelowna High School. 
Mr. “Joe” Harwood, Presiderit of the 
B. G. Trustees’ Association, occupied 
tfie/chair and a number of matters con­
nected with the curricula at present in 
use ip the various schools were dis­
cussed, also the question of making an 
effort towards consolidation of the 
rural schools, .with a view to obtaining 
more efficiency.
Before adjourning the following of­
ficers were elected to serve for the 
coming year: President, Mr. G. F.
Reinhard, of Vernon; Vice-President, 
Mrs. W. B. M. Galdcr*, of Kclpwna; 
Executive, Mr„W. R. Powley, of Win­
field; Mr, R. J. McDougall, of Pentic­
ton; Mr. J. M. Wright, of Armstrong. 
Mr. W. S. Atkinson, of Vernon, was 
appointed'Secrctary.
Mr. Harwood, whose services in coii- 
nection with educational matters arc 
now' so well known, has received an 
invitation from the Foreign Relations 
Gommittce of the Govcrnnicnt of the 
United States to take part in the cd 
ucational congress which will be held 
shortly in San Francisco, andrrcccivcd 
the hearty congrat':!.>tions of his fel­
low school trustees • *<' the honour con 
ferred on ,him and district he re 
presents.
In spite of exceptionally rainy wca 
ther, no less than 289 forest fires 
started in this province last week, of 
which number the Vancouver district 
contributed 105. ■
ell born, and it is' a l
fhie possibilities than aiiv amounj. o f : 
•v̂ brk, .any strain on our heart strings, : ; 
apy test on our patience, is not too 
much to give, and above all things 
else, the greatest possible tolerance fo,7; 
one another and-, the splendid; spirit of 
viewing its life with true ? perspectivei; 
and with bigness of vision arc nowI? : 
owed and due. This must be given to r ' 
the organized life that you haye creat-; 
ed. The mere delivery of your pro- - 
ducts to the organization does' not ful-; 7 ? 
fill by any means all of a grower’s 
duties, any more than furnishing mere-;, 
ly food and clothes has fulfilled a par- - ; 
pnt’s duty to his child.
Although you have been fortunate - 
in securing over. 80 per: cent, of the ' 
total tree-fruit and vegetable output . 
of British Golumbia in our organiz- i : 
ation, we all must remember that our- 
five or six thousand cars is only a; 
small part of the big competitive 
problem. Galifornia, Idaho, Wash- 
ington, Oregon, etc., shipped over-45,-? 
000 cars of apples last year, and th e : 7 
rest of the United States-over 62,-7 
000 cars, or a total in; the United|'. 
States of 107,000 cars; so our pro-Iv 
blem is less tfian 5 per cent.
And_ we know the , prairie markets -. 
are limited—limited ’ in population: 
and in financial resources—yet they '; ; 
are the most vital markets we have,/: 
due to our competitive relationship 
service in the industiy. ; Our sales; *‘. 
policy as to the prairie markets is; ’ 
exceptionally important. These mar- 
kets can be completely demoralized 7 ' ? 
by unorganized, uncontrolled : .;com- ’: 
petition, wherein the grower fig h ts , ; 
growers for his rights. Last , year * 
was an unforgettable example of this. •;• 
The same thing can easilv happen ; 
again this year, if we view our com-7j 
petitive problems too narrowly, f o r '7■ 
there are some rules of the game that .v [ 
must be played froth British G olum -. 
bia that are peculiar to this province','; 
We have the tariff wall which re -;r  
stricts competition from Wenatchee,' ■ 
Yakima and similar points, but which ' ; 
also equally restricts us in a wider 
distribution into the United States 
on our products. * We also have the * 
Toronto territory that competes from 7’ 
its position for Gariadian markets.
With a situation like this on the : 
prairies, and with the industry ’of 
British Golumbia organized to the. ex­
tent of 85 per cent, of the' growers-?. 
there are possibilities for good and 
evil in our power to control. .O u r '; 
own integrity7 to the ' industry—to the 
buying trade and to all the growers 
of British Golumbia—-whether in o r ■ 
out of our organization, must be put ‘ ’ 
to test by revealing our own attitude ' 
as to the remaining amount of fruit 
and vegetables that has not affiliated ; 
with our own grower-members.,
The test is peculiar in that these 
independent sltippcrs. know that we . 
are in a position df'"irri^t for the 
whole industry, where wc cannot do 
other than protect not only ouv own ; 
members, but to a great extent our; 
competitors. They know ■ and we ■ 
know that wc could by destructive 
competition, with 85 per cclrtt. con­
trol, guaranjee net return j, to the • 
growers far in c’xccss of these smaller' 
competitors, providing wc would treat 
our problem competitively instead of* 
industrially. We could easily keep:' 
the prairie markets, so jammed full of • 
our own products by forcing sales by : 
disastrously low prices t.iat thc7,little„ 
independent could only find7 relief by 
consignment; however, iri oUr-ambi­
tion to outstrip our competitors re­
gardless of costs, wc would again force 
the whole 'indusiiv down, to a basis 
that would be morally wrong and ec­
onomically unsound. By airognntly 
maintaining supremacy based V)i»rcom-! 
parativc net:’returns to: growers J, wfe • 
might soon kill off those wh'o.wjll not *. 7 
become a part of us, but in doing- so 
wc would also kill the industry Itself V/ 
and play false to the growers who • 
trust us. • ; i •. .r.i
I
If*
(Continued on Page, 6)
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T H E  KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAOAN ORCHARPIST
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y o u  W ILL NEKO QNE  
OF OUR ALARMS.....*
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Luminous ............... ...... - $3.25
Luminous ........................ $3*75
y . Ben •ppp̂p-tMT***-***-—***"-**** ,
,J3cioy Ben
* Each Clock guaranteed.
PETTIGREW
THE DIAMOND MAN
yy, t i fi tn '
f o r c e  y o u  t o  
; V e r a n d a h
you Will need VERA^lfDAH BLINDS, GRASS CHAIRS 
'  ̂ and RUGS. ;'
W e have these at Reasonable Prices.
»V (*'
y For.ci^er camping or motoring you sho^d have one of 
our FOLDING MOTOR BEDS.
M V. '
Kelowna rurnituFe Co„
''itj? ^he Home of the Victor Records
3/i
T h o  K e lo w n a  S a w m i l l  60.
L IM IT E D '
Manufacturers and Dealers
IN
ROUGH \  DRESSED LUMBER
Sash, Doors, Windows and 
No. 1-xxx and No. 2rxx 
Cedar Shingles
If you are building we can supply you with
Dry Shiplap and Dry Dimensions
Phone 221
Prevent Forest
F i r e s
The fires that start each summer might have come 
from YOUR cigarette-stub.
The Forest charred a n d  burned might have been the 
result of YOUR camp-fire.
The wooded hillsides might have been blackened by 
YOUR lighted matches.
The burned farms might be the wages paid by YOUR 
thoughtlessness.
Idle logging camps might be the result of YOUR 
momentary carelessness.
If forest fires annually destroy our naturarwealth, if 
money is to be spent in fighting fifes instead of 
buildihg up the Province, then the loss is YOURS 
and that of the generations to come. Be careful.
I T  p a y s ;
42-4c
jBid CAME in c r e a s e
”  ^  IN  JASPER PARK
grazing iti that section. As maov as 
one hundred elk have been, seen feed., 
ing there at one tjme while, sheep and 
goats a re , also reported numerous..Indications of a continued rapid in­
crease in the number of big game ani- 
as a resuH of sanctuary condi­
tions in Jasper National park arc ron- 
tained in recent reports from the Sm - 
crintendent. Guides j^azmg their 
pack-horses in the Buffalo Prainc rt- 
glon of the park arc finding difficulty 
in fccurin? suffkicfit feed for their ani- 
t ta b  owiotr to  the exceptionally large 
numbers of elk, deer and caribou,
The Okanagan Telephone Company 
has' approximately 3,240 telephones 
in use in the Valley, as follows : • Ver­
non district, 926; - Kelowna' district, 
838; Penticton, 765; Salmon Arm, 306; 
.i\rmstrongr 238; Endcrby, 124: ,Peachr 
{land, 38; and Lumby, five. The Sum- 
j merland Municipality^ has its own tele­
phone system. '
Troop First! Self Last!
Edited by '‘Pioneer.”
12th June, 1923,
Parades: The combined Troop in
full uniform will parade>at the Scout 
Hall on Thursday of th6‘.current iWcckji 
the 14th instant, at 6 p.ni. for the pur­
pose of having the Troop 'photograph 
taken. Wc wish to have every Scout 
in the Troop in the photograph and 
trust therefore that thcic'will be no 
absentees from this, parade. It will 
also be necessary to be there at the 
exact time stated, for tliic reason that 
there is not very much light after six 
o'clock for taking photographs. No 
doubt every Scout in the Troop will 
also wish to take in 'the league la 
crossc match between Vernon and ICcl 
owna, which is called for*4 o'clock the 
same afternoon^ but; there should be 
ample time aftir that to' change into 
uniform and be at the Scout Hall by 
6 o'clock;
Any doubts wc entertained as to oiir 
ability to hold a camp this year, so 
far as financing it were concerned, 
have again been set at rest by our 
Ladies’ Auxiliary; They have notified 
hs that they, will stand behind us and 
have requested us to go ahead and 
have the *best i camp we can, for -which 
we wish to extend them our very sinr 
cere and hearty thanks. At a meeting 
of the Executive of the Local Associ 
ation held on Friday last, it was dq-. 
cided to go ahead with the completion 
of the front of the Hall in accordance 
with the plans prepared by Colonel 
CUllen, and here again the Auxiliary 
-furnished the necessary “ pep’ to the 
proceedings by offering to donate the 
Sum of $200.00 towards this purppse 
The Association has requested us to 
thank them through; this column for
their very kind/offers in which the
Troop moat (heartily joins. After the 
front is ■ completed I we shall then be 
able to %o ahead with the side gal­
leries and heating the main building, 
after which we-'Shall' be well on the 
way to completion vof what we, think 
we already have, the finest Hall for its 
purposes in the-Interior.
There are still eight; tardy Scouts 
who have failed to bring in their con­
cert, returns and unsold tickets and 
there are also some accounts still to be 
rendered us, so that we cann'bt yet 
give the exact total gross and net re- 
ceipts. ■' 
i How thoughtless people in automo­
biles can sometimes be of the some­
times less fortunate pedestrians was 
well illustrated on Sunday last when 
wey ' together with the Gubs and Girl 
Guides, were marching down to the 
Park from the Scout Hall for the pur­
pose of attending the memorial ser­
vice of the I.O.D.E. As oiir readers 
will remember, it was a wet day, and 
had been wet for some few hours be­
fore, with the result - that the street 
was well covered with scattered ̂ pud­
dles. At the particular moment it 
was also raining when one car wel 
filled tore past our whole length with 
somewhat the same effect upon us as 
Mr.'Dillon's watering cart has upon 
the road. Then another car, no doubt 
feeling it was not right that only those 
on one side should be splashed, tore 
down the other side of the parade with 
the same moistening effect!
Mr. G. A. Fisher has kindly noti­
fied us of the finding on Pendozi Street 
of a Scout knife practically new, and 
Would be glad if the loser would apply 
to either him or the Scoutmaster.
If any of our friends have any il­
lustrated papei*s of magazines with 
which they are through, We should 
be very glad to have theni for our 
Gamp, and if they would so notify the 
"Scoutmaster or any of the Patrol 
Leaders, we should be glad to send a 
Scout for them, i
If any Scouts in the Troop by way 
of a little change would like to attend 
the camp of the Vernon Troop, we 
may say that we have received a very 
kind invitation from Scoutmasfter Mor­
row to send two visitors from our 
Troop to their Gamp. It will be held 
a t Otter Bay on Okanagan Lake from 
the 30th of June to the 14th of July, 
and will be attended by all the officers 
of the Troop. Mr. Morrow writes as 
follows:—
‘‘■We are going fo the satne place this 
year and from present indications I 
believe there, ijvill be nearly 60 attend­
ing. The Troop is asking two from 
other Troops in the District—Arm­
strong, Goldstrcam and Oyama. I am 
ilso* extending an ii\vitation to two 
from your- Troop and trust some one 
will be able to accept. As. a rule our 
twd Gamps run concurrently, and there 
has not been much opportunity in the 
j^ast of exchanging visits. This year 
we'are charging each Scout $2;00, tak­
ing the balan^ie from the Troop funds, 
and as wc arc out for a full two weeks 
there will be no complaints in regard 
to this item. Will be glad t-i knov/ 
if anyone will be able to go with us; 






Life for Guides and Brownies has not 
been uneventful this week. Friday ev­
ening Brownie activities reached a cli­
max, Wc arc proud of the talcnt'dis-
Juvcnild Performem Bring Fairyland 
‘ Into Realm Of Reality
played by our Brownie Pack and grate­
ful to their leaders for the skill and
Through, the untiring efforts of Mrs. 
A. Garruthers, Miss Goubrough and 
Miss Keyes, the Kelowna Brownitis 
were able to stage a < very acceptable 
programme at the Empress Theatre 
last Friday evening before a full house, 
the entertainment being an exception­
ally pleasing one for both grown-ups
an^ juveniles.
, he proceedings were ojpened; bj’ a 
short but appropriate . speech hy May 
Queen Nellie Dorc, who, in a few w<bll- 
chosen words 'welcomed the audience 
on behalf of the B rownics, stating that 
it was hoped thdr trip to fairy land 
with the Browhics and fairies wmild 
amuse and please themi  ̂and that .they 
would not be ■ too-.critical, as fairies 
were not like groWn-up people, being 
timid and shy by nature and easily 
frightened. ' .
The first item on the programme, the 
overture by the Scout band, was much 
applauded, a s . this orchestra, which is 
steadily improving and gaining coiifid- 
ciicc in itself, played, well.//This was 
followed by,the first scene, the ''Brow­
nie Bedtime Story,” which was prettily 
staged, the scale representing two 
children being read a fairy story by 
their mother, while the, real fairies were 
carrying out the same story in the 
fairyland on the stage, which was, a 
very nice- portion of the fairy country, 
full of beautiful trees, flowers and 
shrubs; not to mention toadstools. It 
was well acted, the scene depicting the 
youngsters looking for the owl being 
particularly good. Those taking part 
in this were Misses McGarthy; Ham­
ilton, Gampbell, LloydvJones,, Roberts 
and Foster. . ,  ̂ .
In the next item, ‘‘Fairyland, the 
whole Brownie Pack appeared,,,the part 
of the “Fairy, Queen’?, being taken:by 
Miss M; Patterson. This scene caused 
the audience, to give vent to„its appre-, 
ciation by long bursts o f , applause, 
which, were; entirely, justified.. Then 
came tfie ‘‘Dance of the Fairies,” which 
literally “brought down the house/v-as 
theŝ  dancing was exceedingly skilful. 
Those who,took part in it were Misses 
Harvey, Lewers,v. Aitkins,-, -Shikora, 
Williams and Stewart, and , they were 
obliged to respond to an encore. > ;
The old-time -favourite, VThe House 
That Jack Built,” was next acted, and 
this also was) a successful item. The 
characters came out of Jack’s celebrar 
ted residence, in their proper order and 
they were well represented, the animals 
especially being cleverly portrayed and 
creating great amusement.: They ̂ were 
represented as follows: “Malt,” Miss B. 
Graig; “Rat,” Miss J . Ghapman; “Gat,” 
Miss S. Patterson; “Dog,” Miss F. 
Lewers;“ Gow,” Miss G. W ajt; “Maid,” 
Miss B. Adams; “Man,” Miss J. Eos 
ter; “Priest,” Miss G. Gordon; “Cock,’ 
Miss W. Wilkie; “Farmer,” Miss F. 
McCarthy. ; „ . ,
After this a talented exhibition of 
skipping was given by Misses Rqyle, 
Simmons and Brown, and then nurs­
ery rhymes were acted and sung, , in­
cluding the old favourites, “Jack Hor­
ner,” Miss E. McDonald; “See-Saw,’ 
Misses E, and G; McDonald _ and E 
Mahoney; “ Jack and Jill,” M is^s A. 
Phipps and M. Jenkins; “Bo-Peep, 
Miss J. Hayes ;“ Oh Dear,” Miss M- 
Dick; “Miss Muffet;” Miss D;. Parker; 
also the well-known chorus “ Boys and 
Girls Come Out to Play,’‘ which was 
sung by all ' together, and!, which 
brought the first portion of the prog­
ramme to a close. ; , ; J, ' .
After a short interval, during which 
the Scout orchestra again contribmed
some good music, scenes from . 
in Wonderland” were acted, the part 
of “Alice” being very -well taken ,'inr 
deed by Miss Margaret A liens. 
“ Humpty- Dumpty,” v “ The  ̂Three, 
Queens,” the famous tea party given by 
the “ Mad Hatter,” at which Alice had 
some strange arguments with her 
weird associates, were all taken , in turn 
and very well depicted. Those taking 
the parts at the strange feast were: 
“Mad Hatter,’:’ Miss Violet Gourhe; 
“March Hare,” Miss Mary Flinders; 
“Dormouse,” Miss Nora Benson. Then 
came' the Grand March in which all 
the Brownies took part, after, whic.i 
the entertainment, was wound up by 
the - Brownies,’' fairies and the_ audience 
all joining in singing the National An­
them. , . , ^Altogether this performance* given 
by the Kelowna Brownies was a very 
creditable one, and one which shows 
that these young people have greatly 
profited by the instruction given them 
by their officers, ajfio that they can 
display their talents without timidity. 
The accompanying of their songs and 
other musical items was very ably done 
by Mrs. H. V. Graig, piano, and Mr.- 
W. H. H. McDougall; violin.
patience exercised in the training , of 
them. The financial objective was more, 
than reached, as , there will be some 
surjilus after paying for the piano. 
Those responsible wish^ that their 
thanks be expressed in this column to 
all those assisting so gericrously^in the 
Work of, preparing and putting on the 
concert..
; Saturday afternoon a part of Com­
pany IL  pf the' GuidpS /with, ,their offi­
cers and patrbl leaders marched from,. ... . TT tt xLi --- ;*_i ^herc^ the,,Scout Hall to the Hospital, vv 
 th^y distributed flowers of their 
gathering apd, arranging. ;
own
The Scouts, Guides, Ciibs and- Brow­
nies nict at the Scout Hall.last Sup- 
day afternoon and marched through
heavy rain, tq the Park to. take parti in 
the Dccoratipn Day service. VYithout
formality, they placed , thpir flpral tri 
butes a t thp base pf. ,the mpnunicnt bcr 
fore the service bcgaiv-+^ service which 
was an inspirptipn ,tp every Guide pre­
sent. We were, told that the, highest 
'kind of .courage is in pressing forward 
when most, afraid. As the thoughtful 
man said to the foolhardy one. who 
jeered at him for shpwirtg,nervousness* 
‘‘You, with, half my fear, would flee.
. Company, L, of !,thc..,Guide8^8pent a 
very jolly, social evening pn Tuesday 
The leaders and seconds were trying 
tests for, I their hostess, budge,-so the-' 
invited the rest of the company wit 
one , or twp fothers to ,bC their guc$ts 
while Mrs. Binger actedi-as. examiner. 
The .evening , was spent in: playing 
games, club-swinging, dancing 1 and 
piano music by different, girls. Ice 
cream was served by the hostesses, af­
ter which we all i joined in singing 
“God Save The King,” so bringing-to 
a close a- very enjoyable; cvening.1 
The Association Executive.arc meet 
ing j j’riday of this week at 3 p.m. in 
the Scout H all’ , .
W ESTBANK
busy last week hauling lumber from 
Mr. A. Dobbin’s mill:
Manager M. de Pfyffer of -the Co­
operative Growers, is getting his pack­
ing house in order for the coming sea­
son. * ♦;■■■ *.
A crowd of dancers* motored to Ke­
lowna, last Wednesday evening to at­
tend the dance given at the Aquatic. 
They all had a, splendid time but it be­
ing the middle of the week a number 
could not go. 'r  •  •  •
U. S. ALARMED BY ̂% WOOD FAMINE
Much discussion has been caused 
ainong officers of-,, the Canadian' For­
est Services by the recent statement 
of Col W. B. Greeley, Chief Forester 
of the United States, that a timber 
famine” already has begun cm the 
North 'American continent and will 
become worse before it can get bet­
ter. The view expresse.i by the dis­
tinguished American uieetU general 
endorsement here. One of Col. Gree­
ley’s statements was that Anr.erican 
forests will be exbauatoA in thirty to 
forty years and that the forests of the 
United States are being depleted four 
times faster than they are being re­
newed. Gol. Greeley maintains that in 
effect the greatest lumber cPnsummg 
sections of the nation are now suffer­
ing from what is,' in effect,-a timber 
famine resulting, from the high freight 
rates caused by the loiig distances of 
the remaining forests from the con­
suming centres.
An historical pageant, depicting 
pioneer days in 'the Interior of B. C., 
will be the outstanding feature of the 
Kamloops t)ominion Day Celebration.
Sam Chcranoff, the Doukhobor who 
set fire to the school at Outlook about 
three months ago and who confessed 
his. guilt' at the late assize court al 
Vcriion, received three years imprisoii- 
ment as punishracht for that crime. •
The Scouts ate how working hard. 
A . well attended meeting was held 
last Saturday evening at the S^ool. 
Nurse Clark was present to pass Scout 
McMynn for his Second-Class Ambu-: 
lance, and the other Scouts are pre­
paring for their proficiency badges.
Major MacDonald,** of the Water 
Rights Branch, Kelowna, attended a 
meeting with the Trustees of the W.est- 
bank Irrigation District, and several 
domestic water users living outside the 
boundaries of the district. Agreements 
satisfactory to all- concerned were 
reached by the conclusion of the meet­
ing.
A large number of Westbank ladies 
attended, the shower held ,nt- ,Mrs. 
Pritchard's home on Wednesday aftcr- 
npon for, Miss N. Slack, She.is .soon 
to be married to Mr. Hamilton, of Vao- 
couver. All the lapies gave her; many 
useful and beautiful presents which 
she was overjoyed to recaye.
L-V'"
Mr. S. T. Elliott, of Kelowna, was.a 
business caller last week. -
Mr. W. B, Gore, who attended the 
assizes last week at Vernon, retunieu 
home on Friday.
Mrs. Robertson, of Vancouver, and 
her little daughter! are visiting Mrs. 
Poun^, of Glenrosa. .
Road Foreman W: Ball is very busy 






_ B BANK OF M OOTRBi^  
among the customers of; its Sayinjgs
Department thbusWds of men and wbmcii 
in every pbrt bf Canada.
„ Safety has been a ;nratchword and 
^bhserv^tive mahagemfent a principle' 
witli ttc  Bank for m^ a huh-'
dre4 years. The entire resource^ o f 
the Bank bre behind each Branch.
Your Account; no matter how small,
■ ' will be'*welc6me.
.-4 •
Kelowna Branch: A. G. McCOSH. Manager.
B A I ^ O p 'N P N T R E A L
Xotal Assets in Excess of ̂ 650,000^000.00
* * *
Messrs. Lundin .and Gorman, were
EASTBELOWNA
Miss M-. Smith, of Summerland, 
was a week-end visitor here with Miss 
Garnett last week; She retprned on 
Monday. "
Messrs. Hardwick and Paynter, who 
have been up to the Horse Shoe Lakes, 
returned home on Saturday evening. 
They report that the lakes are well 
filled with water.
Little was done here during the week 
owing to the bad weather. Some early 
cherries were brought into the packing 
house but were in bad shape, • mpstly 
spliL The June drop 'has beenvheayy 
and the crop will be belo'W expectations, 
The department officials have started 
putting on the second Codling^ Moth 
spray. * We were. looking at their 300;; 
gallon tank machine; the other day. 
These big machines are certainly a, big 
improvement on the smaller, ones, as so 
muchyless time is wasted going back 
to refill the tank.. We wish, howevei, 
the department, would find a cure ; for 
leaf roller. I t  is very bad. this year and 
compared to it Codling Moth is only 
a joke. •,■ ■
A Peachland truck was busy last 
week hauling packing paper up here. 
Peachland and Westlfenk ordered their 
paper together this year.
Owing to the rain on Sunday there 
was a - very small attendance -,at. the 
Sunday School, so instead .of ha'ving 
the usual, classes Mr, Smallman ,read 
the lesson and gave.an address on it.
Mr. J. L, Dobbin and the Trustees 
of the 'Water District have; come ’to an 
agreement whereby the District will 
endeavour to deliver water to a five-, 
acre lot which he owns outside of*,the
District. - . . ^* ♦ ♦
Mrs. Drysdale’s mother, Mrs. Wal-' 
ker, has returned to her home at the 







Gainer’s Bacon A  ^  
per lb. :_____
Vinegar 
' per gallon 80c
'a  Penticton R'.G.M.P. constable was 
a caller here on Monday. While mo­
toring on one ■ of the. by-roads his car 
became too heavy for the road’s- muddy 
surface, and consequently he was ob­
liged to get Mr, T. Laing and his 
team to remove it from the mud.
' 41 « «.
Mr. and Mrs.' Henry Armstrong have 
returned frpm their trip to the Coast. 
They visited the Island and-spent 'a  
few days at Duncan.
Mr. and Mrs. George FitzGerald, 
Miss J. Reekie: and Mr. Gavin Bright 
have gone'on a trip to the Cariboo. We 
hope they are having better weather 
than we. are.
We hear Capt. O. V. Maude-Roxby 
went to hospital for a slight operation.
The Elmore family have left the 
Trail place an4 have rented the Rev. 
W. Glaham-Brown’s, house..•  «
Mr. and Mrs. Youn^ have as guests 
Mrs. Young’s mBmer, Mrs. T.- G. Davr 
cy,_p£ Toronto, and her sister,; Miss 
Chapman. * *" •
On Tuesday afternoon Mrs. J. E. 
Young entertained the Kelowna Chap­
ter of the Daughters of the Epipire. On 
the conclusion of the business , part of 
the meeting refreshments were serv- 
.ed and Mrs. Trenwith, Miss Dilworth, 
Mrs. Ritchie and Mrs. Gross; gave a 
musical entertainment in their usual 
artistic manner.
* « * .
We are glad to see Mr, Young is 
doing his. best to give town visitors a 
better impression of . the Bqnchefi,--Be­
sides, his; fine lawn he has cleaned up 
and ploughed thc.rbad in front^.of, his 
place. > if everybpdy, wopld -dp, the
same instead of grumbling and trying 
...................  clo it
The annual convention of the B. C.
Hospital ; Association will be-held at people’s. 
Penticton on- August 28-29. - About 
ISO delegates arc expected/to be, prer 
sent, as well as a Iprgc' number pf 
government officials. , ; •
to get some public authority to 
what a nice looking place the BeiOchcs 
would be! We hope nobody - will tell 
us we are trying/to. take a slam at any 
particular person through the columns 
of this paper, for our Apwn place comes 
pndcr this criticism as well as, other
Ihitiating a ■ new'trade for the Vic­
toria district, the first carload of hot­
house- totnatoeiS' was' shipped to the 
prairie ' market last week* It .'com­
prised, 1,200 crates. • '
There was no'meeting of the S.E.K. 
I.D. Therejw ill however, be one ,Pn 
Friday, the Ifith. The reservoir, is, full, 
22.4 feet, and .running, ,over the spill­
way at Minnow! Lake. The SsILL. oy,s- 
tem was off for a day or two 'owing' to 
a break. Canyon Creek is still in flood
and the extent of the damage to tfle
tained^domestic pipe cannotypt.boascicrtai cc
iStockwelFs New Store
ELLIS STREET
G r o c c ^ r i e s *  S t a t i o n e r y  
a n d  S m a l l w a r e s
If you cannot find it down 
town; you are very sure to 
buy it for less herfe.
W e keep only first-class 
goods and sell cheap 
V for Cash
TEA AND COFFEE A SPECIALITY





TH ESE ARE SPECIAL BARGAINS 
; On Sale, While Stock Lapts 
Reg. $1.00 1-lb. Bags ^Alice '̂
Reg. $1.00 J^lb . tins Senator 8 5 c
Reg, 25c .Ma^onald’s (best smoking)
. C^onsols,' tins 20c; — ...... 2 , for 35c
Reg. Elayer^r Cigprcltcs
! in tina*x)f -50:fori............
A SPECIAL IN  CHOCOLATES; 
Assorted, regular r 75c, -per / C
BARGAINS AS USUAL « t
GET YOUR RUBBER BTAirPS AT 
TlilE COURIER bPPICli^MANUC. 
v^ACTUREli ON THB. PR EM IR Ea
i
,»''
THURSDAY, JUNE l4th  ̂ 1923
T H B  K B l«bw W A  C O in U E R  . AMD. O l ^ H A O ^







t o - k v E ' 5 o S T :
STOCK OF NEW  FURNITURE AT *  BANKRUPT  
SALE WHICH ENABLES US TO OFFER REAL 
MONEY SAVING BARGAINS IN
. p i n i n g  r o o m  Su i t e s  d r e s s e r s
HARD BOTTOM and EASY CHAIRS 
KITCHEN CABINETS KITCHEN TABLES
BEDS RUGS . U N O L E U M S
I j ' r :
IT W ILL PAY YOU TO GALL AND INSPECT OUR
STOCK
f o r  Qu a l i t y  a n d  s e r v i c e  s e e
Dealers in Old and New Furniture 




STUDEBAKER UGHT-SrX^TOURmO < ^  $13^
A S ix —i
for $1375
The advantagesofsix-cylinderperfbntiance and Studeb^er .
are combined in the Studebaker t<ight-SiK“ at a price of $1375.
You can throttle down to  a sndil.’s pace in ihigh-7 then quickly and
smoothly accelerate, to a racing speed. Vibration, is practically, 
eliminated at any speed—due to the perfect engine balance secured 
through machining the Light-Six crank*aft.and connectmg m
all surfaces. No other car in Canada selling .for less.than $3500
• follows this pradSce. .......... ., ,
The operating cost of the Light-Six,, like, t h e c o s t , l o w .  
Proof of its low fuel consumption has been estamhshed trough 
world-wide tests, which set an average of 26.9 miles to, toe gallon. 
Minimum repdr cost is proved by Studebakcr's limited vdume of rcr 
pair p ^  ̂ e s , which in 1922 averaged only $13 per car ip op^ation.
Thousands of owners vouch for the Light-Six, while Stodebaker's 
71-year-old reputation is a further assurance of quality, Yow pw- 
chase of a Studebaker Light-Six will be. a  safe and satisfactory 
investment:. , ' \ ' i. " . * . . - ‘
MODEI.S AND PRICES—/, o. b.W tdketviUe. O nt.—ExoiuaivootTecKe9
■ < UOHT-SIX . 
3-Pasa.j I t r  W. B. 
. 40H .P .
Sl>BCIAL-SIX
5-Paaa.,n9’ W .B .
50
BIO-SIX _  
7 -P M .jja 6 'W .B .
6 0 H .P .










Coupe (5-Pan.)— 3475 
Sr!*** ' -  fl7SO








Governmont E jpcrts 
And DcUT ĉr Addrespea at Oyaroa
Mr. J. R. .XcrTyTS Victoria, Chief 
Poultry Instructor , for L. C„ oj the 
provincial service, accompamed^ by 
Mr: ■ H. E. Wabyi^ of ^alm ou Arm. 
poultry instnlctor for this portion^ of 
the Interior, spent last briday iii Kch 
owtici and visited the leading poui^y" 
men. They also inspected the ware­
house facilities of .the Kelowna Local 
of the J3. C. .PpuUrymcn's Kxcliangc.
Discussing the co-Opcrativc mUrket- 
ing of eggs w ith ji rcprcsentatiyo^of 
The Courier, Mr. Tcrfy Stated fhat the 
success of the Recently'; o r r e d  
.branch of the Exchange , iii the Okan­
agan would.depend entirely on t̂ho 
hbultry men being unswerving in their 
loyalty to i t , , I th a d  had a good start 
and there was no reason whatever Why 
it should not pfOvc of imniense 
vice to the farmers pf the district. He 
also stated that ho expected that the 
new fcdctal egg glides would soon 
be in force and that eggs will huye 
to be sold by tho producer by grade 
and to the consumer by. weight,. L 
recent years, until the success^ of _the 
co-operative marketing Exchange, Mr 
Terry said he thought that toe poultry- 
men had suffered Oqually with all other 
.agricultural producers^ but at the^ pre­
sent time they w^erc not • complaining 
regarding the market price of their 
product, onl.v at the cost of poultry 
feed,' which was i high on ‘ account pf 
the fact that Canadian Wheat; iŝ  be­
ing shipped abroad instead of flour. 
Consequently "biran and shorts , never 
reach a really low figure.: Ovving^to
the large .production of leggs. m this 
----- ------ - one' thousand doz-
Virft District Current. Prices and Market Conditiond
province in 1922, —- - . , ■
en fewer eggs per day were ,brought m 
from the States, and. this alonC was a 
thing' to be,' thankfuL.for, : >
The same evening the two members 
of the Poultiy Branch of the Depart­
ment of Agriculture visited a portion 
of this district and made; toeir way 
to Oyama. where they held a meeting 
at the Farmers’ Institute. Mr. Waby 
spoke first, dealing with. ‘/Poultry on 
the Farm as a Profitable Side-lme.
He emphasized toe irnportance of tc- 
ducitig feed costs, whej-ever possible, 
by purchasing wheat in the fall, when 
prices are ordinarily cheaper, by util­
izing skim or sour milk in the place 
of animal concentrates, the judicious 
use of Small potatoes, the providing of 
a plentiful supply of green ̂  feeds, es­
pecially alfalfa, and the feeding, of | CQuyer
(From the Weekly Bulletin issued by 
J. A. Grant, Fruit Markets Commis­
sioner, Calgary.)
Calgknr, June 9, 1923.
The W cek'in CalgaiV '
This week hhs seen too shifting of 
the bfcrry trade from the adjoining 
States to B. C.
Strawberries - are now arriving ■ in 
considerable quantity. Many arc show­
ing the, effect of the 'recent fains, and 
qtntd ‘a ̂  lot have been picked on the 
green side. They are retailing at 25 
cents per hallock .when up to No.; 1 
quality;,'
Itoubarb is dragging heavily. The 
local barb has made its appearance on 
the mafkiit and Chinese peddlers are 
distributing it from door to door.
Very fine Biiig; cherries from Cali­
fornia: are being offered m. bulk at 
60 Cents per lb. Wc have, a few small 
cherries from B. C. that do hot do 
their' growifrs credit; This' m arket;is 
n o ' place for sthall sized early stuff, 
■what is early in B. C; is late in Cali-, 
fornia and the comparison, between 
gives an erroneous impression of the 
pP^sibiUties of B. G. in fruit growing.
; The market' is cleaning up on Am­
erican' berries- .
New potatoes are arriving from 
Louisiana. / ‘
Mrs. King BrPwn, of Burnaby, B.C., 
gave' an instructive talk on the B.C. 
berry growers /problem' before the 
I.O.D.E. here.' Her address was well 
received.
' Messrs; McDohald, Muir 'and Mc­
Nair of the Associated Growers, Ver- 
pon  ̂ are in tovvn sizing up the situ­
ation- and arranging for marketing 
their wares.
Hothouse Tomatoes 
' The hothouse tomatoes ' are now 
rolling' in quantity from Victoria' and 
yancouver. - Mexico field tomatoes are 
being replaced’ by California field 
toms. 'These' Can be laid down in 
Calgary at $3.55 per 30 lb. 'Mug.
Tomato growers will be interested 
in what is; transpiring in the market­
ing of their produce. The Mutual 
Brokers are .'handling the Vancouver 
Island deal as •well as the Medicine 
Hat. The Growers' Sales Agency are 
handing the Vancouver hothouse men’s 
product and Redcliffe. ■ Mr. Oppen- 
heimer, a Vancouver broker, is hand­
ling hothouse tomatoes that come 





W e A s k Y U u ^ t ^
How miUums o f men enjoy quicU^, edskr shaves
Whwi wo perfected ft ehavlng cream with S 
diktinctadvontagea, wc asked men to'try 
Honadld. Theylound out how to wduco 
time and at the same time save, akmurntauon.
'Wo Bale you to diacover tho tbings by a 
teat at our expense. ; , ’ .
The Vadvantoges of PALMOLIVE SHAVr 
ING CREAM arc the rCault of ISOlaboratow 
.experimepta—covering 18 months time. Study 
.themt ■
It multiplies itself 2S0 timea in nch lather.
Softona any beard in one minute, without rub­
bing in. , ,
ilather laats—10 mitiute(r i| neceaaary. 
v. Strong-walled bubbles hold hairs erect fox 
‘easier cutting. , ,
Blended 'nalm and olive oils have Idtion-like 
effect oh skin.
Millions of men have found these claims true. 
We ask from you merely the courtesy of a trial. 
Wc^ onlyi can lose by that* Mail coupon now
for free W'*have tube.
THE PALMOLIVE COMPANY O F CAN ADA rUm lt^
' Montreal. Que* Toronto, Onfc --Winnipeg, Man. '
PA L M O jaV E
s h a v i n g ' '
1910
1 0  S H A V E S  F R E E
Jfust fill in' your name and mail coupon to ,
- The Palmolifc Company of Canad.i,'Llmlte4 ? ■, 
Dept. D-404, Toronto, Ont.
P; Simington,’ a Calgary
RU-TM ND
Mr. E. Dennis returned last week 
from a short businesatrip to the Coast.
Mr. Leslie Richards is visiting his 
mother, Mrs. T. Davies. - ■ •,
* '* ■■»'■
Mr. H. Nickerson, of Strome, AV 
berta, is a visitor at the home pf Mr. 
and Mrs. E. Dennis.
/  W ork has once .more' commenced 
upon the Community Hall, g a n ^  of 
from ten to twenty have been at Work 
since M o u d a y ^ h c  prospect^ n ^  
arc that the 'Building vnll be-com-^ 
pleted within a week or so and that 
it will be available for dances, etc. 
before the mpnth is ended. Messrs. 
J . Harris and W. F. Schell are sup­
erintending the Construction.
The choir of the local Presbyterian 
church, together with a humber of 
volunteer helpers of other denomina­
tions, have been practicing, steadily 
for some time past for. a choral con­
cert. The Ellison School hall has been 
engaged for the concert, Which will 
take place on Friday evening next, 
June 22nd. ^  ^ -
W et weather has seriously interfer­
ed With the schedule of the Kelowna 
District Baseball League, Rutlam 
having had to Cancel two. games on
account of excessive moisture.
Speaking of moisture, the 15th is the 
date upon which the irrigation is to 
be stopped from those who do not 
pay their arrears in full. Tho wca- 
tocr man,* however, shows no indica> 
tioh, as yet, o f: stopping the .supply 
We have been in reefeipt of the kim 
4>{ irrigation, for which no “taxes, tolls
or rentals” will be charged and, in 
connection with which IS per cent in­
crements and other similar injustices 
are unknown. Old Jupiter Pluvius, ,too, 
requires no. official residence and cer­
tainly manages to cover the ground 
in great style without any. “mileage 
or “depreciation” whatsoever.
Mrs.-C. D. Lloyd and son,*of Devil’s 
Lake, North Dakota, and Mrs. L 
Homan and daughter, of Minneapolw 
a re . visiting their mother, Mrs. D. B 
McClemeht.
a •  •
A government tractor and grade) 
are now working on the Rutland roac 
from McIJonald’s corner to the church 
domcr.’ The intention is to .CTavel that 
section of the road, We understand.
* * «
No record of the winners of the 
senior events at the June 4th celebra- 
tioii was kept, so that we arc unable 
to give a full Tcport. The winners 6 ' 
some of the events were:
100 Yards, open.—1, V. Ellison
2, —-----; 3, M. Robie. - ‘
Married Ladies’ Race.—7I, Mrs. W.
Quigley; 2, Mrsl'R; Stewart.
100 Yards Race,'' men over 45 
1, J. N. Cushing; 2, J. W. Anderson
3, Louis Kambeitz.
Ladies’ Nail Driving Contest.'
1, Mrs. Sexsihito; 2, Mrs. T. Cooper.
Running Broaa Jump.—1, V. / Ellis 
on; 2, L. Cunningham.
, ' a a ’-'
The Trustees of the Black Moun 
tain Irrigation District, at a meeting 
held on toe morning of June* 12th, 
decided, a fte r, discussion with other 
Irrigation Districts and obtaining 
legal advice, that there is some doubn 
as to the legality of shutting off water 
for non-oayment of arrears of . taxes; 
and “’therefore' that this action sha 
only be taken to chforce the collection 
of arrears of tolls.
home-produced charcGal and grits. He broker, is offering the Oppenheinier 
also urged* toe occasional' feeding of quota in Calgary and last Thursday, 
boiled oats or barley to pullets in the when prices were steady with a good 
Winter months and stated that scalded demand at $6.75 F.O.B. shipping point, 
wheat is excellent for growing chicks. Mr. Simington quoted .and sold at 
■ Mr. Terry next addressed the meet- $5,75 F.O.B. shipping point. This cut 
irig, be^nhirig by' stating that his prer has resulted in cuts all found, and at 
ference Was for feeding oats, either time of writing prices as low as $4.75 
whole, hulled or ground. He also ad- and $5.00 are being quoted .F.O B 
vocated the judicious feeding of corn, shipping point.
beef scraps and fish meal, claiming It is the old. story of divided coun- 
that there is rib best ration for fowls, cils at shipping point, causing loss of 
egg pt*oduction being more a matter confidence amongst buyers, /p’’event- 
of%gg strain than the scientific bal- ing intelligent distribution,- and pass- 
ancing of poultry , feedls, especially ing control of the produce they repre- 
wheri bi'^’results are wanted. 'When sent into the hands of those over 
we Want to get the best'results "from whom they have no control, ; 
jreeding stock,’ bats should form a ' Opening of the .1923 Berry Crop
good part of the scratch feed, especial- Berries are arriving from B.C. in
y during the winter months. Equal L.C.L. lots (some on the green side), 
parts ‘ or •wheat, oats and cracked By the time , this bulletin reaches B.C. 
corn, fed at the rate of 12 to 14 lbs. car lots will be moving. -The first will 
])cr hundred, had given good results, reach ̂ Winqipeg Monday the. 11th, The 
when ‘fed to breeding stock. He stated crop is above,,the average, with little 
emphatically that the forcing of breed- or no frost damage to the berries. This 
ing stock for eggs-during the winter season will see the finest strawberries 
months generally means poor, fertil- roll to the prairie market that have 
ity and poor hatching. He concluded ever been-shipped out of B. C. 
jy drawing attention to the fact that Cheape^ and better berries from B.C 
it is the custom nowadays to brag will likely start their use for culinary 
about the high yields of stock; how- purposes. There is no antagonism 
ever, now that the feiferal, government shown to B.C. berries. The wholesal- 
is about* to enforce egg grading, it is ers are in business to. secure as big 
more important to get a reasonable and constant volume of trade as is 
yield of standard or two-ounce eggs, possible, and we anticipate good ser- 
rather than-huge quantities of under- vice from them in handling our her 
Weight eggs. I rics, but no special favours. '
Mr. Waby, oh again ̂ peaking, stat- The Cannery Berry Deal
ed his opinion that where orcharding j We have the following information 
is the principal occupation of a ;dis- which should , be interesting to berry 
trict the keeping of small to medium growers in B.C.: -  
sized flocks, properly cared for, on A cannery merger embracing all toe 
each farm, would be found a profitable canners of the Pacific Northwestern 
veriture, not only for the revenue to j States is in progress of formation, 
be derived from the sale of the eggs A cannery merger has been formed 
and meatr but because of the_ des- in Canada with headquarters at Ham- 
truction of cutworms and other injur- ilton, Ont. This merger embraces 
ious insects, and more so still because I seven cannery concerns in B. C. 
of the possibility of using the poultry Mr. R. D, Bodle, Sales Manager of 
manure. - the Puget Sound Berry Growers, has
At the conclusion of the addresses closed with local canneries for 2/3 of 
given by the officials a very hearty his Marshall strawberries at 
vote of thanks was accorded them, ] cents per Ib. - ;
after which they answered a great! Mr. H. E. Tanner, Manager of'the 
number of questions, imparting much j Saanich Berry Growers, has closed 
useful information' to those who at- with B, C. canneries for Magooii 
tended the: meeting. j strawberries at 7 cents per lb. This
contract. provides that in case of a
wiTA'rM irp PirprEPT p n p  idrop in sugar prices, the growers will
W EATHER H F ^ ^ F ^ O R ^  | a advance in .he
We have advices from Oregon and 








































































for str^berries is-general. All the 
Rain j u .  S. cannery berries are shipped in 
Inches ] crates returned. B. C. berries are ship­
ped in buckets, the buckets are sup­
plied by the canners.
The duty on berries is 2 cents per 
lb.
We are informed that the Saanich 
contract at 7 cents is the only contract 
mad9 so far by B.C. growers. It was, 
argued that consumers could not pay 
more for jam than they did last year. 
'That as sugar was now 10 cents per 
lb. as against 7 cents last year, ber­
ries must Be 7 cents as'against 10c 
last year to make the jam sell at the 
same price. This argument is crude, 




57'for instance if the sugar price 
I  was 17 wnts, berries would have to








be a gift to the; canners.
This contract is sufficiently big to 
Lset the price for all B. C. strawberries 
afthb cannery. I t may be possible that 
it will prevent some growers from hav­
ing* any cannery outlet except at a 
I smaller price. It is an old practice in 
marketing to cut prices first, and 
'thereby secure a bigger return than 
[those who have to follow the cut. It 
I invariably happens that toe firm mak­
ing the cut shows better rcturiis than 
I the rest, but, the result to the grower
(Continued on Page 7)
6 k a n a g An ___ _
COW-TESTING ASSOCIATION:
Butter Rat .Results for May i
The following is a,,list of cows in 
the Okanagan Cow-Testing Associ­
ation that gave 50 lbs. or-over oL but­
ter-fat for the month of May. The 
name of the cow is given first, then 
br6ed, number of days: fresh, lbs, pf 
milk, lbs. of butter-fat and name of 
.owner. ’ . , .■
1. Biddy,’ Holstein Grade, 161, 1,- 
955, 68.0; Napier & Paterson.
2. Brooksby, Holstein, 97,-,1,926, 
65.5; W. R. Barlee.
3. Fadei, Ayrshire, 115, 1,413,'63.3;
Napier & Paterson, ;
4. Jinny> Holstein Grade, 160,
407, 61.9; J. Spall.
5. May, Jersey Grade, 50, 1,449,
60.9; C. J. Johnston. , ^   ̂ '
6. Marion, Holstein Grade, 116, 
1;581, 60.1; W. R. Barlee.
7. Buttercup,' Holstein Grade, 129,
1,134, 60.0; J. P. -Craib. ;
8. Flossie, Holstein Grade, 60, 1, 
236, 59.3; A. W. Lewington. ^
9. Edgehill^ Holstein, 164, • 1,701, 
59.5; W. R. Barlee. ,
10. Boss, Jersey Grade, 30, , 1,374, 
59.1; J. H. Drickstea^r,
11. Spot, Jersey Grade, 36, L44J1, 
58.0; Napier & Paterson, ,
12. Darkle, Poll Angus. Grade, 45,
1,596, 57.5; W. G. Benson.___
13. Dunny, Guernsey, 64, 1,140, 57.0;
W. G. Benson. ,
14. Primrose, Jersey Grade, oo, 1,- 
28L 56.4; Springfield Ranch.^
15. Blackie, Holstein Grade, 28, ̂ 1,- 
464, 55.9; Napier & Paterson.
16. Daisy; Ayrshire Grade, 121, 1,-
215, 55.9; A. W. Lewington,  ̂ ^ ,
17. Polly, Shorthorn Grade, 72, 1,- 
356, 55.6; Stepney Ranch. ^
18. Tricksey, Guernsey,. 119, 1,101, 
55.1; W. R. Barlee.; ^  j
19. Dobbs, Shorthorn Grade, 43, 
1,051, 54.6; R. Peters.
20. Dixie, Guernsey, 170, 969, 54.3;
W. R. Powley, ■ ? ^  j,21. Dollyi Shorthorn Grade, 246,
1,131, 54.3; L. G. Turnbull.  ̂ ,
22. Darkie, Shorthorn Grade, Ŝ ,
1,284, 53.9; Stepney Ranch.^ • ^
23; Queenie, ^Holstein Grade, 248, 
1,167, 53.7; Napier & Paterson.
24. Star,. Holstein, 44, 1,533, 63,7;
J- Spall. ' ,25. Blackie, Holstein- Shorthorn,)
215, 1,236, 53.2; A. L. Cross. , ^
26. Snookey, Holstein Grade, 40,
1,206, 53.1; Hayward & Harke.  ̂ _
27. Daisy, Jersey Grade, 70, L45o, 
52.4; W. S. Cooke. ^  ^  v
28. Blossom, Jersey Grade, 80, 1,- 
038, 5.1.9; J.,.H. Docksteader.
29. Betty, Ayrshire Grade, 237, 1,-
134, 51.0; A. L. Cross. . . '
30. Dora, Jersey * Grade, 178, 891,
50.8; J. P. Craib, ^  -
31. Flora. Jersey Grade, 75, 1,011,
50.6; C. J. Johnston.  ̂ ,
, 32, • Daisy, Jersey Grade, 87, 84a, 
50.6; Springfield Ranch, .non
33. Alpha, Guernsey, 112, 1,089,
50.0; W. R. Powley. , .
34. Daisy, Jersey Grade, 303,. 846,
50.0; R. S. Horn. .
Three-Year-Old Class, 45 lbs. & Over
1. Peggy, Ayshire Grade, 215, 1,-
158, 47.5; J. T. Mutrie. .
2. Pansy, Ayrshire Grade, 214, 1,- 
005, 46.2; A. L. Cross.
Two-Year-Old Class, 40 lbs. and over
1. ' Dairymaid, Jersey; 131, 870, 48.0;
R. P. White. ■ _
2. Daffodil, Jersey Grade, 94, 777,
46.6; C. J. Johnston. ^
3. Fairfield Maid, Jersey, 38, 873,
43.7; W. G. Fanning. ^  ^
4 Beauty, Holstein Grade, 30, 1,- 
158', 41.2; W. R.̂  Barlee. ^ _
5.- Fanny, Holstein Grade, 167, 1,- 
113. 41.2; Coldstream Ranch, 
r 6. Gertie, Guernsey, 244, 681, 40.9;
W. R. s. PATERSON,,
. Supervisor,
P a c if ic
D oes




Monday and Tuesday, June 18 and
As Varicouver is likely to have _ dir­
ect commercial relations with Spain, a 
Spanish Vice-Consulate has been es­
tablished there, the only one west of 
Montreal. . ,
Former Scouts at Nelson arc organi­
zing ,a troop, pf Rovers, in order that 
these young men, who are all betwce.i 
seventeen-and twenty-five years of age, 
can .help the instructors of the Scout 
troops and Wolf Cub packs.
Pacific Milk does make; nicer, des­
serts, for it  retains all the'•milk 
solids, including the cream. Which , 
said in another way, is th a f  the 
whole of the food elements of rich 
milk with an added .quantity, of 
butter fat is retained, and these 
•'Hire .•wfhat makp smooth, fine grains 
ed cakes. And it keeps well in hot 
weath’er. - - . .
Pacific lAiik Go., LiRiitsii
Head Office: Vancouver, "B.C. ^ ! 
Factories at Ladner and Abbotsford, B.C.
C U N A  R D
A N C H O R
A N C H O R - D O N A L D S O N
CANADIAN SERVICE FROM 
MONTREAL
To PIjuriouth-r-Cherbourgr—Londqii ,
Andania, June 23; Antonia, July. 7 
' Glasgow V
Cassandra, Juno 22; Athenia, July 6
FROM NEW  YORK 
. To Queenstown and Liverpool ;
Scythia (Boston) .................. June '23
Caronia ........—....... ' :June
Franconia ....-.........— JH*7 7a.
Samaria (Boston)...—'......;..:....- July .12
CHERBOURG & SOUTHAMPTON
Mauretania, Jun 19 Bcrengaria, Jun 26 
Aquitariia, Ju’-̂ ''3; Mauretania, July 1(> 
LONDONDERRY and GLASGOW 
Cameronia, June 23; Columbia, July 7  
PLYMOUTH—CHERBOURG
Tyrrhenia (Hamburg) ........... June 28
Saxonia (London) June MU',
Money orders and drafts at lowest 
rates. Full information from Agents.oi; 
Coirfpany’s Office, 622 Hastings St. 
W.. Vancouver, Phone Sey. 3648.
TJ^Z^U 4-U  of the ordinary life insurance issued 
v J f l C  J C / l g l l t n  British Columbia last year was
placed in The Great-W est Life.
Although .. J • 4.u„
Thirty Five
of the thirty-five, issued over one 
J C / l e V c I l  -— — -  million dollars each, as shown by
the following figures from the pre­





The Okanagan branch of the B. C. 
Poultrymcn’s .Exchange, which was 
Opened up on^ t̂he first of this niontn, 
has now control of the produce of over 
thirty thousand hens. Eggs are reach­
ing toe central at Vernon irom as far 
off as Notch Hill to tV  north and 
Penticton to the south.
* •  * ; ■
The experiment of storing apples in 
a natural cave near Princeton did not 
prove a success, the entire quantity 






































The reason' for this outstanding preference for The Great-West 
Lite k  explained by low rates and exceptional profits paid to 
policyholders. Would you like particulars ? ,
(jreat-W est Life Assurance Co.
C. FOWLER,'Local Representative. ^ ^ ‘^9
V
H (
m o E  EOWE
P r o f e s s io n a l  &; T r a d e s m  KELOWNA COURIER
h i* '
DR. il. W. N. RHEPHERD
DENTIST
Cor. P«ndo»l St «id t«wr«n*o Av«.
'y. f BU R N E  & W E D D E L L
Ndtarlea PUbUc
m e::j;;yy:yi y (EitBOHohed; 1903)!;i-
' i;:-;' .KEtOWNA, B.:'Cf''v ■{ >>:
y"
NORRIS &  MeWILLIAMS
BARRISTERS. SO U CITO R8, 
NOTARIES PBBWC 
(Successors to 1^.,?.
RowcUffe Block. Kelowna. B.C.
lUDIS SEB
$ 1 0 0 . 0 0  U P
O kanagan O rchard lst.
Owned and Edited by 
O. C. ROSE.
Circulation. 1.200
oomc otner muc pcr»outti.uii»»M **v 
win promptly use and take joy pi its
r ’° S d ° o l ‘d Dad I It is bifib time he 
came into his/own. Not that too much 
honour has been paid to the mothers or 
the race. God bless 'em, for the oldest 
of us, who lost our mothers many, 
' - .......— — —~ still cherish tendermany years bk*.., w„.. —  -
memories of their love and care, but 
I Dad has been rather neglected and 
Empire overlooked, and it ■ is only . right , that 
United for one day in the year at least he
SUBSCRIPTION RA-TES 
(Strictly in Advance) _
W E MAKE U P SETS TO ... .-v
'  contributed wticlc. ..R A D IO  S O P P ^ lB a
sb f̂ocA Radio PdBd 1 $8*00
RADIO and CAR BATTERIES 
All eizea carried in stodk
BattoHes Charged an Rcbnilt
VACUUM CLEANER  
FOR RENT ,
One Dollar Per Day.
To ensure acccibtancc, aU m« 
should be legib!r writtcii <jn one|
side Of the paper oniy^ Typewritten 
I :copy is preferred. , ; -  ■ . .
; Letters to the editor will not b® 
cepted for publication oyer ;B nom 
de plume"; the writer’s correct name] 
must be appended. '
L E T T E S  TO E E  E IT O R
e a s t  KELOWNA DOMES’n C
W ATER SYSTEM
Kelowna, B.C.. June 12th. .,1923.
RAC G. RITCHIE
BARRISTER. SOLICITOR.
n o t a r y  p u b l ic




I Contributed mattoir .Mc<<lved after
We^Uieiday noon will not DC pub- _________ _
, Uohed until the following week. Kelowna Courier.
l r ^ ' '^ t e r t i M m e r n . S c h  B« I " ”'
£ . t  Found. WantedJ KcloOT^^ 
etc,, under heading
• s
H E R B E R T  V .  C R A I G
BARRISTBR-AT-LAW
 ̂So l i c i t o r , n o t a r y  p u b l i c
(late Registrar of Titles, Kam­
loops),
KELOWNA - B.C.
F. L. SH AW






MRS. A  J .  P W T C Itt?® , ,
L.R.A.M,, A.R.CM.. Si VCT Medal- 
ist (London, England). 
S tn^o : ' Pianoforte Leasona
Caaorso Block Kelowna, B. C. 
phone 464
I T : S  A C C E S S
In most homes the old guess­
work baking days have gone, 
never to return.
T^^^ it was a matter of aTOt" 
ious conjecture as to wlwthcr 
or not that batch of bread 
would rise properly.
Ali of otir baking is a scien­
tific success. Our bread should 




Iinttdimr "Want Ads." I on the disaster which has overtaken
^ ‘̂ h dd itiS S ' iLcrt?o5/witho51 r w
iS T iL m  S m S  ' ""sO stems'era "y now m haT sp^nt $20,000 
^**li” '* rA.fn'f words tS line. to lay a pipe in the bed of a mountain
Each'Initial and group of not A.^h“fa''is'°at’^2Mt “an
t SL floSrler if S r c d T l O  cents yeSrs ago by the “Water Committee,” * ucsircu. j honour to be chair-
Tf^nRipht ' and Contract Advertise-I man, I would like, for the sake of 
tiubted bn application your correspondent and .those wh<)m he m ents-R ates quowa on ^  review the factors thatL e 'S i r ^ r M u S I d ^ S  A d ^ r a 'f : |J e 7 ;e .7 m s T 'to ';^ ^ ^ ^  factors that 
insertion, iS cents P,cr A ' -  h ? f«  “1̂  . . . . . . . . ------ --the new I pipe lineeach^subsequent insertion, 10 cents ting , jhe ^course
should follow.^ , . ■ . -
rnntraet advert^^^ wUl please note The Committee above referred ,to had
to  tasure* nserdoh in the cur- the duty placed upon them to> put in 
rSrit week’s issue, all changes of a domestic water system that would not 
id v e tS S sS lT ^ m u B t. reach «U.|frecee and nrould give serv.ee , both
office by Monday night. This rule summer and winter, that woi^d imt 
is in the m u tu a l interests of patrons endanger the irrigation .system anda um« AaaM%*a*»a —— ___ - . , CUUcUHĴ l ' a* * •o,****''** ---- t lu
oublisher, to avoid a congestion that would prevent the minghnv of the 
Wednesday and Thursday and | waters from the reservmr at McCulloch___ _ _ _ . w. I W iCiD IKWm iiv a vwv* v^a --- ^
consequVnt night work, ^  T c  Uvith those of Canyon Creek at a  pomf 
facilitate publication of The Courier above the domestic water intake. To
so as to reach country customers 
before Saturday. ______
THURSDAY, JUNE 14th, 1923
Big Ijediiction Sale
Orchard Run
have used the old intake we would have 
been forced to cross the creek twice at 
points where it seemed almost irnpos: 
sible to protect the pipe against frost. 
In addition to this, we would still have 
the mud slide further down to contend 
with and this slide would have been an 
ever-present danger to the system, as 
no device had then, or yet, been sug­
gested by which that danger could be^ «̂«rkcoin<y tni!
REMNANTS
Wc have assembled 
one big, lot of Remr 
nants, all from short 
ends of our broken 
stock. — ,,We have 
priced, them very low 
for quick selling.
In one and two strap 
with covered heels, 
rubber soles; size 
3 to 4 y i; values to
$3.25. Clear- 99 c
ing at
In plain colors or 
fancy borders. Vaf" 
ucs run to 3Sc a yard.
On sale 
per yard 19c
Coutil. , tear proof, 
with hose support 
styles in the lot,
S;_$l,29
Now Shipment of
D R C S S  a n d  
W o r k  S h i r t s
For quality and price 
these can’t be beat. 
All sizes 14 to 17j/$ 
with soft turn down
cuffs. 95c
MEN’S ENGLISH  
FLANNEL PANTS
These Pants are jqst 
the thing for summer 





E L IN E H O SE
MEN’S7Sc 
SUSPENDERS. 49c
This is a real bargain 
for you men, in the 
proper • w eight for 
summer wear; in all
colors. 39c
Pair
These suspenders are 





LADIES’ SPORT SHOES 
$4.95
Extra fine patent leather 
tops with leather trimmings, 




W e’re going to give you the 
biggest bargains these last 
three days that has ever been, 
your good fortune to share 
in. Fine all-wool Bathing 
Suits at this phenomenal
,$3.15 go at only
LADIES’ TRIMMED 
HATS •
W e have grouped one lot of 
Trimmed Spring Hats, in 
new shapes, regular values 
to $6.75, and for these last
three days they $3.95
WINSTONE’S ORCHESTRA
"GOOD DANCE MUSIC”
For Terms Phone 48132-t£c
I MARKETING JONATHANS I 5 '" 'i i ,T S d  V n'rossi ^
(After we\hswi ‘ gone to press ̂  could have blasted a tunnel
«̂a«><at¥w»nf mme to handl iiancrth 4 throufirn the
B U Y
*'In8urance that Insures Service
From^ ^  ^
C  G. BUCK - Kelowna, B. C.
. PHONE 216
THE KEIOWNA f  lUMBING 
aoB SHEET METAl WORKS
W . Gi SCUTT, Proprietor 
Phones: Bus. 164 Rea. 91 
P. O. Box 22
VERNON - GRANITE & 
MARBLE CO.
Quarryt ig and Cut Stone Con­
tractors, Monuments, Tombstones 
and General Cemetery Work. 
Desiana and Prices may be ob­
tained from R. Minns. Local Agent
G i f t
S u g g e s t i o n s  
FOR JURE WEDDINGS




/ t  Xhad creek, we itt Diast a
Thursday, a t e m e n t  ca  t   of considerable le gt  • t rough t  
from the Associ\ted Growers, thus un- on the intake side of the
fortunately too late^forj)ubhcation,_re-^j.ggjj j£ this could have been don ejt
assuring growers as”T ^  the handling j ,̂ ,̂ ould probably; have, taken care ot the 
of Jonathan apples this season, hh® q^ggtion of frost, but would not have 
denying the truth of a rumour which tj,e dahger of the mud slide1 had obtained currency that the I ryjng away both the. domestic und
iated Growers would probably not un- ij^figation systems at -one " t i i ^  ^and 
dertake the marketing of the thus cutting the water users off
at all. .  any supply until the damage could be
Considering that more ̂  Jonathans I This work would have m-
arC grown in the Kelowna district ‘han the spending of a great sum of
in' any other part of the province, thc LjjQqgy and the works lyould still be 
information given out by the Associ- . ^^ ĝ . being carried avvay. It
ated Growers should -have been sei ̂  he remembered that the roek
here first instead of last, while the through which the tunnel would, have 
delay in transmission was chiefly due he driven is of such a composition 
to the means employed, which was not ^ause fear that a blast in it would















GET IT  AT
W E SELL FOR LESS 









KNIVES AND FORKS 
CREAMS AND SUGARS 




i a n n .« to c iu
t e e e  j _j.gj,jpitate huge qu  
of a 'Vernon paper as a the bottom of the canyon and thus
publicity, we have deemed ** 9 " ^  ^e-troy the irrigation works at that
right to make > ê>ho."strancc to the ^  ̂ ĝ .̂ .g gjjpgp,j,tures to
head office of the organization in order ?g gygtem in serviceable
All neatly boxed.
F. W . GROVES
M. Can. Soc. C. B.
Consulting • Civil and HydrauUc 
Engineer.^ B. C. Land Surveyor
: S am ura  and Re porta <m Irrlnatton Worka 
ADPlieatlona for W ater Llcenaea
KELOWNA, B. C. '
TH E j e w e l e r
CLOCKS
M B O i r t  H c D o m u
B. C. LAND SURVEYORS AND 
CIVIL ENGINEERS 
Hewetson & Mantle Block 
KELOWNA
Hall, M antle and Alarm 
Clocks
We will call for. repair; and 
return, a ll large mantle 
CLOCKS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED




Plastering and Masonry 
Office: - D. Chapman Bara
Phone 298
3
168 6reaf|We8t Ufa Assuranos Co.
Head Office, Winnipeg, Man. 
Reinl^t of Poficy in Vancouver 
A gentleman connected with 
the Bank of Commerce in Van­
couver, on Sept. 1st,. 1908, had a 
20 Payment Life policy issued 
to him by The Great-West Life 
• Assurance Co. ^
. The quinquennial dividends 
were accumulated to lessen the 
number of payments. *
On Sept. 1st, 1922, fourteen 
years from the date of the policy 
It was fully i^td up, and he re­
ceived in caA $20.65. ^
It was really a 14 Payment
He vdll receive dividends on 
this paid up policy as tong as he
UvbS.''̂ ./ ■ ■
CHARLIE FOW LER 
Kelovina Agent
J O Y C E  H O S T E L  
Park Avenue 
Re-opened as a Boarding Homo un­
der new management. SuitaWe tor 
business men and visitors. Terms 
moderate. Phone 145. Write, K. 
Seale, P.O. Box 296. 42-2p
. ........---------------  w I affaih get the syste  in serviceableto avoid a recurrence. We h ^ e  been g ^
assured, in reply, that , * * 9 Added to all this, it would have been very much regretted and that ste^s _ ^  fjjter hed,
will be taken to ensure prompt com- necessarjr^^ or to have pro-
munication in future of such import- ^ a y  to convey the reser-
ant statements.  ̂ watpr down the Canyon to a point
Mr. A. T. Howe,'President of ^  al-
I Associated Growers, absolute^ the two waters to mingle. It
the statements alleged m the
press as having been made by Mr. j jy®®  ̂ .. canyon to a suitable point
Pratt, General Manager, and himself I li ^9 . waters met and di-
Instead of stating that the Associated .̂ he ca:nyon at a place which
Growers would likely not handle *̂he o^pe line to keep wellathans this year, the mpression that would alloŵ t̂ ^̂ ^̂  pipe ime^
Mr. Pratt and he sought to c®"^ey ^^®y
the growers was that V ^ l e v ’s*̂̂  p lW ’ if thought ad-
would be made to '^ut t*'® mi be  fitted into the sys-
I varieties upon the market in such ajvisable, c , installed provide
way that, no one variety would SP?‘U ̂
the market for another. Fof it would not remove the
a good demand has risen for I  ̂ - -ghj attached totosh in several of the American mar- dangers mat^ai^^^^^
j keting centres during the past few adopted was not consid-
years, and in these cities a determined
effort will be made to absomtely trw  ^
much of the business as may be d « m -j it was free from jams,
ed̂  advisable so as to relieve the Cam kept reason^^^^
adian market of an over-supply and etc., that the dan̂ ^̂ ^
thus greatly assist ,the^ sale o f Jon- mg with pipe_ hn^
athan, for which it is the intention ®M ĝ '̂ at* If»_ water
the Associated Growers to obtain
good prices as possible. _ I n n t i i r a l l v  follow theKelowna growers will find very could ̂  and ^would naturally . ^
comforting the contradiction issued by j fine of least resi ’gqid jike to im-
Presideht Howe, and the incident for the pipe line. 1 would uxe lo lui
throws into still stronger relief the value press
of timely publicity in scotching the l»se-j that furnish “clean wa-
less rumours that are flying about verjj hkely^jouM fm^^^  ̂
from week to week, some of them dis- ter, would  ̂ which it is,
tortions of original truths and others the physical dangers to ^
pure inveittions designed in malice to l and always will , P 
Undermine confidence in and work m-j Canyon. „  _ ,rniv
jury to the co-operative marketing ^  TORN E REEKIE,
movement. I •
Having received instructions from Mr. 
J  A. Grant, I will sell at his residence,
“ ‘'^ ‘¥ h h r I d a v . JU NE a s t
all of his Household Furniture and 
Effects, comprising ::-T- 4.,7e aa
Mahogany Davenport^ cost $175.0U.
2 Mahogany Easy Chairs., ^  .
Wicker Rocker. , Oak; Centre Table. 
New Motor Sewing Machine. , ^
2 Congoleum Rugs.^lO x i2 and iz^x
12 new. Axminster Square.
Quartered Oak Dfnjng Table. . , 
Quartered Oak Dining Chairs, leather 
°  seats. 30-30 new Winchester nfle. 
Brass Bed, Spring and Restmore Mat
Child's Crib. Wash Stand. _  
Dresser in Mission Oak, cost ?90.0U. 
Very fine Mission Oak Dresser.
1 Mission Oak Buffet. _
1 Mission Oak China Cabinet.
1 Oak Dinner Waggon.
1 very fine oak Centre Table.
1 Clothes Chest. Books Eicmrcs.
New Steel Range, J"  p S *
Oil Cloth. Refrigeraton High Chair. 
Garden Hose. Boiler, T “bs,
Kitchen Chairs. 1 Army Tent.
Kitchen Utensils.
Crockery and 0^®*®warev _Large lot^ of Carpenter Tools.
® Sale at 2 p.m.^
G. H. K E  R R. Auctioneer.^^^^
her entrance into the^teen: age.
EMPRESS THEATRE
THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 21
G r a n d  M i n s t r e l  S h e w
AND
M u s i c a l  E n t e r t a i n m e n t
The Minstrels will be assisted by a full ' orchestra and the 
whole will be presented under" the direction of 
MR. JOHN BORTHWICK
The Best Entertainment Of Tim Season
The regular nionthly meeting of thci 
G F; G-i A. was held on N ^ d a y  even­
ing in 4he schoolroom. There was .a
fair attendance of members, a “o™^er
of whom went on to the ^ance.^The 
business of the meeting was 
of in an hour and a half.
AND HEAR TH E GOOD OLD SOUTH­
ERN M ELODIES—NEW  COON SONGS 
RARE JOKES—STUMP SPEECHES
—f u n n y  e n d  m e n *—m a l e  CHQRUSES—-QUAR- 
TE'TTES AND SOLOS. ,
PLAN OF SEATS AT W ILLITS’ DRUG STORE
I  FATHER’S DAY
The observance of Mother's Day is!
GLBNMORE
n uu “ «  ' Vii
’their repprts. Mr. Hoy, well
a custom that has grown until it has 
I become universal throughout the Uni-
(Continued from page 1)
NOTICE OP REMOVAL
S I N G  L G C
Shoe Repidrer
Begs to inform his patrons that he 
has removed to new premises on 
LAWRENCE AVENUE 
next to. The Oil Shop, where he will 
be pleased to receive the continued 
patronage of old customers and al­
so welcome new ones. Large stock 
of high-class Shoes at reasonable 
prices. P.O. Box 56
GUT YOUR RUBBER STAIIPS AT 
THE COURIER O FFIC E-M A N  U- 
f a c t u ^ >  o n  t h e  P R E U IS S a
 i rs l tnr n i î n  orchards? Of course there are noneted States and Canada, and ithas been o rc h a rq ^ _ ^  cuu
fostered and encouraged largely by the »" Glenmore.
“brinrh 'om e’’'?/c blco'S’̂ a n d T o i i r t  Perhaps i. voald
supply the energetic mother with the who have
S m  of m a S  her home and flock hour to avoid jh e  pubhcity of Kd^^^
S o r t a b t e a n d V p y .  H» has beej, na j ' ' ' "content to remain in the background, shortcoming ana w ro^aom gs 
“ "modest to claim any credit for nin- their n«?'*b0JJS;- S
ning the family bread besides a hundred are stated as m
r i o n e  o th e rW re m e n ts . but “ . S ’ 'S?* t e g i S m
K  o “ d a ^ 'g f l r a ” !
a"?o^h’avVTis'” d t^“ if*''mmtm^^^ Two members of our young com-
Hence, the institution of “Father’sj munity reached another milestone on 
Day,” which will be observed generally journey last week. Thurba Cush-
“ Tn”b S ’ifTovi alld affection do not ing .bared his happy ^day on Thurs-' 
necessarily imply the straining of M- day with a number of y ^ n g  school 
sources to provide costly gifts, fi-icnds bn the Glenmore Ranch lawn,
tokens customary on Mother’s Day Lucy James entertained > her
usually wiT?oUow school companions on Saturday, when
r t ‘"J^ithfrtkfe?S«s?ng^o"^^^^^ celebrated wiA much merriment
known m ostof us, will come to our 
next meeting and help us on any P®‘hJ 
of orcharding we wish to know. D oat 
forget to think out your queries for 
that date— Ĵuly 9th. , '
The 'following resolution was passed
re Jonathan apples: ■ . . ^ . . .“Whereas we are of opinion that"  c c w. 
the principal reason ,̂ 9r q^he falhng 
down of the Jonathan in 1922 was due 
to leaving them on the^ trees too m e 
in the .season, waiting for colour and
DON'T MISS IT!
PROCEEDS IN  AID OF KELOWNA ELKS’ LODGE  
CHILDREN’S FLAG DAY FUND
ADMISSION - - - - 85c and $1.10
Curtain, 8.15 p.nL
■ \  43-lc
v*t
size; , , .t.  ̂ large salaries.- For example, we un-"Bc it resolved that we recommend . „ assistant sales manager
to the Associated Growers of B.L. . .to the ssociated has been appointed at a salary of $5,0^0.(1) that Jonathans be noL picked later . „otr«2,500 untU he has shofen
than October 5th, ?«eP* capability as a salesman? ' ,dividual grower’s risk, ptovidcd the cagaoimy^ ^ a.,.
grower has boxes; (2) that apple box­
es of every variety be stamped with
each grower’s ntimber."
Mr. S. Pearson, who brought for­
ward this resolution, has 
than apples picked Sept, loth, lyzz, 
with no sign of rot. .
Considerable discussion followed 
over the payment of high-salaried of­
ficials in ’the Associated Growers of 
B. C., also the multiplication . of of­
fices to provide- positions for men at
Some felt that, those in office,^dir­
ecting affairs, should go ahead without 
criticism or interference this year. But 
can the rancher who recfeivcd $50 for 
his crop or others that managed to 
get about $500 stand it for another 
year ? Yet salaries at Vernon arc 
piling up, having already reached 
$ ^ , ^ .  “Economy with •efficiency 
was the slogan. ' •.
Then our own Local was .the real
cause of the discussion- The majority
were of opinion that a imanaging dir­
ector >is not needed if the other offic­
ials are capable of holding down their 
position. "
. Mr, J. N. Cushing attended the 
banquet a t tim,UJLakeview Hotel on 
WcdncsdawlSircning, held for the pur­
pose of bringing together those inter­
ested in the dmry industry in the valley.
" •  ..... . ,
C. O. jL.,- Ltd., have had _ 
ng of Ihinners bn during the past 




son not to thin. One calculates: that 
a  good sized Wealthy this year take* 
about two hours'to thlh;
^ 1
fail tm
m rn t  Inocftlon: 15 cents Hnc;
J ' coch additional inacrtion. . 10̂  cents 
. per line. Minimum charge per 
week* 30 cento.
In cfltiroating the coot of an adver- 
.̂-tiBoment,: Bubjcctv to the . minimum 
.charge as otated above, each initial* 
abbreviation or group of tigurcfl not 
'exceeding five counto ao Pno. word, 
land five wordu count oi9, one line,
■ ,If 80 deoired, advertiocro may have 
replies addressed to a box number, 
care of The Courier, and forwarded 
*to their private' address, or delivered 
,on call at office. For this service, add 
10 cents to cover,postage or filing.
THURSDAY/JUNE Hth, 1923
X U S K B tO W N A  COURISK AMP O SA tlA O A tl ORCHARPI8T
PAOS S IV S
MlSCEDl^AMEOUa
MFORTED CLYDESDALE STAL- 
lion, "Scotland's I-easc," will stand 
for balance of season as previously ad­
vertised. Apply, Cameron Bros. 42-2c
. ; ,W pO P FOR SALE /
Pine and Fir. Quality and quan- 
tity guaranteed. Price, 9S.IS0. 
j .  W. C. THOMPSON :




SACRIFICE SALE—4-room dwcTl- 
, ing; St. Paul St., with Rood out- 
rbuildiogs and garden, fruit trees. Worth 
$1,600; fotrquick aale, $850. Apply, G. 
A. Fisher, Real Estate and Insurance. 
,;vv,," ... 43,-tfc
/W H O  W ILL GET THERE first?I 
Fire pcpattmcnt, to 'con-'
' yiticc you that you need I nSurance pfn-
Section. Better not d i^ jv io r  all kinds 
Of- irisuranco; scc^G.: A. Fisher, Insur- 
iatice and: R^al ' Eriate. / 43-lc
FO R  SALE—1920. Ford, self-starter;
^ electric lights, H a ss le  
liers; in fitri class ru n n h i^ ^
... .....j': 1,' I
: SNAP—For cash, Lton Ford truck in 
good condition. Apply; N o .^ 3 ^
>;’;Cjurier,;;.{:;::f.;̂ 7'̂ ^
1918 FORD Roadster for sale»cheap. 
Phone 167-R2. 43-lp
I F  YOU W ISH to furnish at a low 
figure sec Jones & Tempest for bar* 
^ain  prices. 43-tfc
FOR. SALE—Lady's bicycle in' 
class condition. Apply, Mrs., D. D. 
'Campbell, Morrison-rThompson Block.
43-lp
^.FOR SALE—Tent and frame, nearly
- new; size 28 x  12* M. T. Lovell. 43-lp
'F O R  SA LE^N ew  choice alfalfa hay 
> delivered from the field before ^ack- 
ilng during the next two weeks. Place 
.^orders no;iy and save money. Apply to 
*W. E. Adams or to J. N. Cushing, at| 
.■Glenmore Ranch, ' 43-2c
F'OR SALE—Five horse power 3cho- 
field-Holden motor boat engine. Bar- 
^ n .  Write No. 368, Courier. 37-tfc
FOR  SALE-rAlfplfa hay and tim- 
othy.. Apply, W. D. Hobson; Okana- 
-i^an Mission. ' Phone 296-Ll. /
FOR SALE—Ice creaih, confectionery
/ ■̂ and tobacconist business, as a gaping 
^concern, with a well assorted stock and 
^ tu re s .  'Situated on Bernard Avenue, 
-City of Kelowna, B. C. Reason for sel­
ling, ill health of proprietor. Apply to 
. T). H. Rattenbury, Kelowna, B. C.
>7 41-tfc
F^OR SALE—Waggon, good condition.
Apply, P.O. Box 443.
FO R  SALE—Fine Jersey cow. Parti- 
'* culars on application. No. 372, Cour­
ier. • ' •_____________]^ 2 p |
. W AN'TSb TO RENT /
A CALGARY LAWYER wants to]
• rent for two or three months, from 
July Ist, a  furnished house. References 
"mven* . W rite P. L. Sanford, 600,Lan- 
^.oaster Building,; Calgary, Algeria; giy-
tlng full particulars and amount of rent.
^ , 42-2o|
WANTED—Mlacellaneoiui
IF  YOUR LAND NEEDS DRAlNr l
ing see me'. Seven years experience 
' in  tiling. No job too big nor too small.
. J .  J. Sanden, 535 Ldwson Ave. 43-4p I
'W A N T E D —Ads in this column bring] 
results. Fifteen cents a line, each
- additional insertion, ton cents per line. 
Minimum charge per week, 30 cents. [
W ANTED ^O rders for RUBBER 
■i STAMpSflipade on the premises. 
Courier Office* Kelowna.
rs'.̂ J5555255555JJ5H5555555S552S5255̂55ŜES32ŝ ^̂ *™—
H ELP WANTED
: W ANTED—a capable girl or woman 
to help with general housework. Ap- 
■oly Mrs. H. G. M. Wilson, Royal Ave.
■ • : . . ' • ■ - 39-tfc|
••WANTEI>^A capable girl or woman 
to do general farm housework. Apply 
Mrs. Geo, Monford,- Phone 279-L2.
■ : 43-tfc|
W ANTED—Capable girl or woman tp 
help with general housework. Apply, 
Mrs. ,H. B. Burtch, Phone 76. j|3-lc
WANTED-^Help for general'^houfe^' 
work, roust be clean and able tO do 
plain cooking. Apply to Mrs. J* Ball* 
.508 Bernard, Ave.,' • 43-lp
FIVE ROOM 
HUNGALOW
Living Rooin, Dining Room, 
two Bed Rooms, Kitchen, 
Modern, Room.
Full' size concrete Basement. ; 
, Garage.
On South side 6f Town.
terms i
O f  Special Price for
Reat iEstfite
KEtOWNA DAIRY CO.
ONE DOLLAR  
BUYS 9 QUARTS or 16 
PINTS of our 
CLARIFIED MILK  
Delivered—ror One Quart ox- 
' tra when taken from Dairy.
Phone 151
PUBLIC NOTICE
Any person or persons allowing ir­
rigation water to escape ^on to  ̂the 
public roads after this notice, will be 
prosecuted without further warning. 
By Order,
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT 
Kelowna, May 23, 1923./ .
FOR SALE
$ h.p. Engine, with F.C. piiUey 
and oscillating magneto, and 
one two-inch G. I. W. Water Pump. 
Also 300 feet 3-inch wood pipe 
All articles absolutely new, never 
uhcrated. This outfit cost $1,000.^ 
and can b e  had -at a snap for-,cash.
s. P. SEYMOUR
p l u m b e r  - VERNON, B.C.
42-2c






LOST—On June 8th, gent.'s gbld 
watch, between, Rutland School, I 
; Reid’s Garage and George Cros^s, on 
Vernon Road, by C. Appleby. Phone 
167-Ll. Reward. 43-2t
One Cent per mile, SPECIAL 
RATE, available from June 30 
to July 15.
Vouchers may be obtained by 
members in good standing of 
the G.W.V.A. by applying to 
the Secretary; ,
Veterans wishing to take ad­
vantage of this special conces­
sion must therefore - become 
members as soon as possible.
42-3c
Announcements
Fifteen cento per line, each Inocr- 
tion; minimum chavge. 30 cento. 
Count five wordo ,to Hue, ^Ea^n 
initial and. ig^oup of nojt more 
tbpn five figuveo counto ao 
word. : ■ .
Local and Personal
Dr. Mathioon; dentiot.: Telephone 
89..  ̂ ' ■ ri
Cut flowero for' sale, also perennial 
plants. Mrs.'R. W. Thomao, Ethel S*.
, ' , . ' '40-4p
The regular, monthly meeting of the 
Child Welfare Clinic will be held in 
the Wesley Hall on Tuesday, June 19.
, 43-lc
Any person haring parade suits be- 
'longing to the B. P. O. Elks kindly 
return same at once for the .Children's 
Flag Day, June ,21st. Suits may be 
left with R. H. Burns at the Club 
'Barber Shop. , 43-lc
E. J. PETTIGREW, Paintcrl Phone 
431; Box 316. 36-tfc.
 ̂ 'v, 'v,'
The Parent-Teacher Association w^ll 
meet at the Public School on Tuesday,> 
une 19th; at' 8 p.tn; Miss Jumper has 
indly consented to give a Icctiirc.
" 43-lc
v't .‘.Ol ^
If you are visiting Vancouver, write 
to. " C ^ d e n  Lodge, 1216 A lb e i^ ' S^*’ 
for reservations of furnished rooms, m 
nice West End locality. Well furnished 
arid spotlessly clean, with baths and 
iot w ater.: Rates reasonable. Mrs. 
Harold Johnston, late of Kelowna. .
43-4p
Mrs. T. Rcnwick left on Wednesday 
on a trip to Winnipeg.
Kitchen facilities have been pl^cd 
in the tourist camp site in the City 
Pork.
Mrs. J. R. Ewing, of Okanagan Lan­
ding, was a visitor to Kelowna on 
Monday. ‘ <
Mr. W. K. Gwycr, District Engineer, 
Department of Public Works, paid an 
official visit to Kelowna on Tuesday.
Mias Catherine Akcroyd, of Endcrby, 
arrived in Kelowna by Monday's boat 
and will stay here in the employ of the 
Okanagan Telephone Company.
Mr. J. L. Burnham^ C. P. R. agent, 
has resumed his duties hcrc^ after a 
short visit to Vernon at the beginning 
of the week.
„*<<fhc first locally grown strawberries 
reached Kelowna on Friday last. They 
were from Mr. C. A. Hill's orchard 
on the East Kelowna Bcnch^^
I
For'The Beat,
Go To Alsgard’a. 45-tfc«'.'9 '
The Annual General Meeting of the' 
Kelowna Fish and Gariie Protective 
Associationwill, be, held ort Saturday, 
‘Juqe 30th, at 8 p.m.; in the Board^pf 
Trade Building on Bernard Avenue. 
E. W.. WILKINSON, Secretary. 43-2c 
•  •  * .
The W. A. of the Anglican Church 
will hold a garden, party in Mrs; Cain,- 
eron’s garden on Strathcona Avenue on 
Saturday, June 23rd. Tea* ice cream, 
and strawberries, aprons and fancy arti­
cles for sale. 7 43-2c. , ■ 9 m 9
Plan to meet 
your friends at 
CHAPIN'S 20-tfc
The United Farmers of ̂ B. C., Rut- 
and Local will hold a meeting on Mon­
day, June 18th, at 8 p.m. Business; 
Ulr. Wynn Price and others will reply 
to Mr. J. W; Anderson’s criticism Pf 
the' Kelowna Growers Exchange manr 
agement. T. MAXWELL, Secretary,
43-lc
■ •  •  a
A musical treat by the Rutland St. 
Andrews Presbyterian Choir, assisted 
>y other artists, will be held in the El­
lison School House on Friday, June 
22nd, at 8.l5„p.m. Admission, 35 cents. 
' 43-lc
The Ladies Aid of the United Church 
will serve strawberries, ice cream and 
cake in the City .Park on Wednesday, 
June 20, commencing at 6.30 p.m. 43-lc
TENDERS F O R : SU PPLIES TO 
KELOWNA HOSPITAL
Tenders will be received for the sup- 
'ply of drugs, groceries and meat for 
six months ending December 31st, 
1923. Lists may, be obtained on appli­
cation to the Secretary. , -  .
Tenders must be in the hands of the 
Secretary by June 27th. 43-lc
Mr. and Mrs. V. H. Boguc, of Prince 
George, motored to Kelowna from the 
Coast on Tuesday and proceeded to 
their northern home by car yesterday.
Miss Violet Dillon left on Monday 
for Vancouver, travelling via the Ket­
tle Valley line. She will spend , her 
month’s vacation with relatives and 
friends there. .
A report has been received ‘in town 
that the Ontario tomato crop is mpre 
than liable to be a complete failure this 
year, owing to unfavourable weather in 
that province.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Hill, Miss Nellie 
Jones and Mr. N. DeHart returned on 
Friday from a motor tour through 
Oregon and adjoining states, travelling 
some 1,600 miles. '!
Mayor D. W. Sutherland and Mr. 
W; R. Trench left today by car for 
Vancouver, travelling via Oroville and 
Wenatchee. They expect to be away 
for. about a week.
Mesisrs. F. W. and G. J . Fraser, of 
Osoyoos, well-known former residents 
of Kelowna, were visitors in town on 
Friday while on their way home from 
a trip to Kamloops. ^
Visitors to Kelowna from Revelstoke 
this past week included Mrs. G, A. 
Davidson, Mr. E. Stowe and D*"*̂  J- 
Broe, who spent Friday a t  the Lake- 
view on their way to the Coast , by car.
The criminal libel case of Rex ̂  
Berger* which was to have been tried 
at the recent Assize Court at Vernon, 
was dismissed on Mr. Berger making 
an ample apology and agreeing to pay 
all costs incurred. '
Mrs. W. O’Neill, who, together with 
her spn Francis, was due to sail f^™  
Liverpool on her return home to Kel- 
vowHci on the 2nd of this, month, , has 
Ijeen detained in England owing to 
Francis having contracted scarlet fever, 
so that the date of her arrival here is 
uncertain.
The industrial area is beginning to 
show signs of life.^^Che first copsign- 
merit of local cherries reached ^the 
warehouse of Roweliffe Ltd. today, 
shook is arriving at all the warehouses, 
boxes and crates are being m adp^^d 




Parents who have children who will 
attend the receiving classes iri the Ke­
lowna School for the first time in 
September next are requested to hand 
in the names and ages of the pupils to 
the principal of the School, o r4o  the 
undersigned, before the 30th instant, 




Kelowna Board of School Trustees. 
June 14, 1923. . 43-3c
CARD OF THANKS' ... -1 1,: , ,., ;
Mr. A. V. Mepham and family de­
sire to thank the many friends who 
extended sympathy to them during 
their sad bereavement and sent so 
many beautiful floral tributes, the 
Daughters and Maids of England for 
their kind assistance and those who 
lent cars for the funeral. 43-lp
manufac-'Old established 
turirig firm, dealing in nation­
ally . advertised sheet metal 
building supplies will grant 
agency to one reliable dealer 
in this territory. Reply to, No. 
374, Kelowna Courier. 43-lc
-1
LOS'T—-Ford spare tire with rim, bc- 
tween Ethel Street and Glenmore 
-hacking house, Tuesday morning. Fin- 
^dcr please notify C. W* Stc\yart, phone 
'48-Ll.; / '■ .A H p
LOST—Small female collie dog, white 
and sable, on Fridaj^ June 8th, near 
Mill Creek bridge on Pendozi St. Any 
person or persons unduly detaining 
same will be prosecuted. Fmdcr please 
•notify Chief Thomas. 43-lc I
W ANTED—Janitor-orderly for Kel- 
owna Hospital. Apply to the Matron, 
Mrs. Wilmot. 43-lc I
FO R RENT—Or’ sale! S-;rbom modern 
bungalow, south side of towm_pos-| 
session any time. Apply, G..A. ;F i^cr, i 
,Rcal Estate ap^'Insurance. , . 43-tfc 1
TH E KELOWNA
P o u l t i T  Association
/ .'LIM ITED
The' recent rains have certainly 
brought a wonderful growth of 
grass and herbage, but aomething 
more tban green food is needed to 
keep everything thriving, cows 
mnPfaW hens la^ng, horses work- 
tag and hogs. fattening. Wo can 
supply at lowest current prices Oil 
Cake MeaL Laying Mash, Oats, 
Barley or Oat Chop* Com or any­
thing else in. the line of Poriltry or 
S to ^  FecdL
OUR BEST FLOUR S 3 .D 0
per sack ••r-**vrTp'?|-T,
ElUs St. Phone 354
CHURCH NOTICES
The Rev. C. E. Davis, Vicar of 
Golden, will preach at the 11. o’clock 
service on Sunday momipg at St 
Michael 8i All Angels^ Church. _
The Right Revd. A, J. Doull, D .̂D., 
Bishop of Kootenay, will, hold a Con­
firmation Service at St. Michael All 
Angels Church at 7.30 p.m. on Sun? 
day next, 17th inst. .
EVANGELISTIC MEETINGS are 
being held in the tent on LaWson Aye. 
Meetings commence at 8 o'clock, Tues­
day, Wednesday, ..Thursday, Friday 
and Sunday evenings. You we cordially 
invited to these mcctirigs,.' E. A sp ^ n , 
$. Ashmari apd A.iScott. , < .
UlIlITED 'CHURCHV'SermOtt topics 
for Sunday/Jupcl7. Moi'ping: " m w e  
Likeness is I t ? ” Evening: ‘UnrC- 
ebrded ' D|9ings' /0f ; Chn^?h’̂  ̂ ,  .
both canneries r , i g 
shape for the season’s run. ;
Rev. Father Verbeke is recovering 
slowly from an operation performed at 
the Coast, but is still top weak ta  re- 
turn to his parochial duties here. Dur­
ing his absence the rev. fathers.worn 
Bear Creek are substituting for him,' 
Rev. Fathers Carlisle and Aiden 
taking the services at the Catholic 
Church alternately.
Mr. C. G. McBride, manager of the 
Okanagan Branch of the B. C. Poul- 
trymen’s Exchange, is expected to pay 
Kelowna a visit during the early part of 
next week. Storekeepers throughoiU 
this district are now co-operating ujth 
the Exchange and are making a special­
ity of the eggs which have been graded
at the headquarters at Vernon.
Rev. E. D. Bradien, lately of Kelow­
na, officiated at the funeral se.ryice, 
held yesterday in Vancouver, of the 
late Mr. ThaddeUs F. Cornell, a former 
resident of Kelowna, who died on ^ n e  
n th  at. the ag eo f 84 years. Mr. Cor­
nell, who was a retired farmer, made 
his home for the past three years in 
Vancouver with his daughter Mary.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Soames left on 
Saturday tor England, travelling via 
the C. P. R. main line. They sail next 
Saturday, June 16th, from Montreal to 
Plymouth on the s.s. "Ausonia. A 
number of friends assembled at the 
C. P. R. wharf to wish them a pleasant 
voyage and Mrs. Spames was presen­
ted with a magnificent bouquet of 
roses.
Mrs. A. J. Cameron and Miss Isabel 
Cameron, of Toronto, who have^been 
paying a visit to Mr. and Mm . A. li. 
DeMara, left on Monday for Portland, 
Ore., where they will take in the Rose 
Carnival, after which they will visit 
soiiie of the .Coast cities. They expect 
to return soon to Kelowna f̂or a short 
visit, en route home to their home in 
the East.
With a view to adding to the funds 
necessary to give the Kelowna Scouts 
and Cubs their anppal summer outing, 
the Ladies Auxiliary of the Boy Swuts 
are going ta  hold their a n n ^ l Rose 
! Dance in the Scout Hall on Tuesday, 
26th of this month, and hoije that this 
pleasant event will be kept in mind by 
all who arc interested in the welfare of 
the young lads of this town.
The ' Hon. Dr, W. H. Sutherland, 
•Minister of Public Works, -was ex­
pected to reailth Salmon Arm yesterday 
on hifl way back from a trip to East 
Kootenay,' whcrci'together with Public 
Works Engineer, Mr. R. Philip, he 
examined the new Banflf-Windcrmcrc 
Highway and other public works. He 
is expected to m.*ikc his way to Vernon 
today and tô  visit Kelowna before re­
turning to Victoria.
The Vcn. Archdeacon T. Greene has 
completely, recovered from his recent 
illness and was able to travel to Pen­
ticton on Tuesday to a meeting of the 
Anglican Synod, which was held there 
yesterday .aiid today. The lay dele­
gates from Kelowna were: Mr. A. G. 
McCosh, Mr. O. St. ,P. Aitkcns and 
Mr. R. Gray, of, Okanagan Mission. 
The Rev. A. V. Despard and Mr. A. 
G. R. Prickliard, of Oyama, also went 
as delegates from that point. ,
y^fhis schson the Occidental cannery 
will begin canning 'Operations at th<‘ 
end of this week, beginning with straw 
berries, after which raspberries, chcr 
ries, apricots and beans will be cann^  
jn_turn.' Exactly when the tomato 
canning season will commence is not 
yet known, but it is expected that it 
will pot be possible to start as early as 
last year, when the first tomatoes were 
put through on the Sth of August. 
Perhaps plums will be canned first, but 
this depends entirely on the weather 
during the latWr part of this month.
In'spite of rainy weather local dis- 
iciplcs of Isaac Walton have met with 
considerable luck during the past week. 
Messrs. G. H. Kerr and W. C. Dug­
gan made a splendid catch of some 
seventy speckled beauties at the Mc­
Culloch Lakes last Thursday, /rh ey  
report that the fish there arc rising 
readily to the fly. Those who ventured 
bn Okanagan Lake also did yvelV a- 
mong them' Mr. C. Mitchell and Mr. 
W. R. .Mastson, who landed some very 
large trout off the rocks below/Paul s 
tomb and near th e ; mouth of Bear 
'Creek*'
The very many friends, of Miss 
Abbie Wilson will be glad not pnljrto 
hear that she is expected back in Ke­
lowna next Sunday, but also that apart 
from the certificate she .obtained from 
the Ontario College , of . Pharmacy, 
which entitles her to practice as  ̂ a 
pharmacist and druggist, she has also 
secured the right to place the letters 
Phni. B. after her name, having been 
successful in passing the examin^ion 
in pharmacy at the University of Tor­
onto with high honours. Congratula­
tions are therefore in order on h®r T®" 
turn home to Kelowna.
iAr. F. R. E. DeHart received, notice 
from Ottawa on Mpnday that he^had 
been appointed to collect the exhibit 
from this part of B. C. of five hun­
dred boxes of apples to be displayed 
as a portion of the Canadian _ exhibits 
at the Empire Exhibition, whiA j s  to 
be held next year in LondoivjThis is 
the fourth time that Mr. DeHart has 
reefeived a , similar appointment, ^he 
having been chosen to get together 
similar exhibits for the Alaska, Yukon 
and Pacific Exhibit at Seattlejn 1909, 
the World’s Fair at Brussels, in J910, 
and the Festival of the Empire at Lon­
don in 1911.
Residents are kept busy apologizing, 
to visitors for the extremely Coast-hke 
type of weather that the valley has ex­
perienced for the past three weeks. 
"Most exceptional” is looked upon with 
scepticism as a stale excuse, but in this 
case our extensive irrigation, systems 
in themselves offer all the evidence 
necessary to prove that the precipitation 
of the past few days has been very un­
usual. The country is delightfully fresh 
and green and the customary brown- 
ing-up process of the hillsides hss been 
deferred considerably by the lack of 
ardent Okanagan sunshine, a lack, by 
the way; which is holding back the 
growth of some crops, such as toma­
toes, while grasses and grains are re­
velling in the profusion of natural in­
stead of artificially applied moisture.
CARD OP THANKS
The relatives and friends of the late 
Mr. Joseph W. Campbell wish to 
heartily thank the members of the 
Masonic Order for the many acts of 
kindness and sympathy extended to 
them in their recent sad bereavement.
43-lp
Rose Dance
Ladies Auxiliary to Boy Scout 
Association
ANNUAL ROSE DANCE
TUESDAY, JUNE 26th 
SCOUT HALL  
ADMISSION - - '
Refreshments
W INSTONE ORCHESTRA
. . . . 43-2c
KELOWNA GOLF CLUB
V The rainy weather of the past week 
has caused a very heavy drop of the 
early cherries and has also made them 
split. I t is estimated by the man^e- 
ment of the Kelowna Growers Ex­
change that the loss in thc6e varieties 
will be about twenty-five per c e i^  
They include Yellow Spanish. CenteiJ- 
nials,’Governor Wood and Black Tar­
tarian. The later varieties have not 
been affected. May Dukes are expec­
ted to reach the local warehouses by 
the end of this week.
THIRD ANNUAL






$ 1 .0 0
43-2p
Swimming Time Is Here!
Now that swimming time has come 
you will require a new suit. Probably 
last year’s is too small.or too faded^to 
look nice. We have a large-selection 
to choose from.




A  large selection of Women's Wool 





A  new assortment of smart little 
models for sports and outing wear have 
been received this week. Have a look 
at these.
Finest K nit Underwear
Made To Fit
New sumnier weight Knit , Under- ■. 
wear of unbelievable softness. We 
•carry only the makes which are, de­
signed to fit with absolute perfection’. 
Peerless Underwear is quite the most 
, durable and economical und.erwear 
made.
A  new Strap Slipper in black patent 
with grey suede trimming ̂ au  
lent fitting Shoe with “
short vamp. $6.75
A large assortment of Fleet Foot 
and White Canvas Leather Sole Ox­
fords and Slippers are now in stock. •
TH IS IS  3FLEET FOOT WEEK.
Phone 361 KELOWNA
Y E S
IT IS A PARTICIPATING POLICY vvith Reduction of 
Premium each year at the lion-partiCipating rate. 
Am  35 $10,000 Insurance for 5214.00 per year.
i i r J s  Iioiooo insurance for $3i8.oo per ye*^.
EXTRA RESERVES IS TH E REASON 
DeMARA & SON, KELOWNA, for Okanagan and Nteola Valley.
Loiiidofi L/ife *comÎan̂
GET YOUR RUBBER- StAMPS 
MADE;^T THE c o u r ie r  PLANT
If the incorporating of new joint 
stock companies is. any indication of 
prosperity, B. C. is prosperous.^ Last 
week many new companies which pro­
pose to operate were registered in Vic­
toria, their announced objects taking in 
almost every industrial activity ^and 
their capitalization exceeding $11,000,-
000.
A whole colony , of sea lions have 
been wiped out by the s.8. ‘ Givenchy,) 
a ship owned by the Dominion Gov-, 
ernment. This colony had its habitat 
at Rivers Inlet, one of the, main fish­
ing points on the B, G. Goast*-and an- 
npally destroyed immense quantities, of 
salmon. Altogether a clci^n up of 
i;$85 sea lions and 654 pups was n^de.
A league ,pf motorists, embracing^for 
...e present time the aut4mdbil<i 
of Vancouver, Victoria ahaNqw
minster, but which.will be made pro­
vince-wide, vWas' brought into being 
last week, and . it is expected that the 
organization will be entirely completed, 
as far as the Coast towns arc concern­
ed, by next Saturday,'16th iiist., when 
the name of the new association will 
be chosen. The objects of the league 
are. mainly, the improvc|Ucnt of roads 
throughout the province, the solution 
of traffic problems, tHc.encouragement 
of motor touring, the preservation of 
the'nathral beauties of B. C. and ,thc 
safeguarding of tlic interests of the ; 
'thirty-five thousand; .car owners who
;livc west of the Rocky Moiintabjis.
M
t h e  k e l o W w a  c o u r i e r  a n d  OKANAOAN, ORCHARDIST
THURSDAY. JUNE 14th, 1923
p a g e  s i x
1 THE MOON AND
SCUHN BOORS and WINDOWS
W E MAKE t H E  K IN D 'T H A T
DO NOT W a r p  or s a g  ,
SASH AND
Shop Work ol all Kinda,
d o 6 r s i  :::' G L A S ^.
S .  M .
P hone  312. Abbott S t , opp. City P ark . P .O . Box 452.
i I
TH E W EATHER
I  Lunar Influence lo Not Admitted By 
Scientistfl
r e p o r t  o n  c r o p  a Nd
w e a t h e r  c o n d i t i o n s
'M b a c k e d  BY
Service and Quality
YOUR ORDERS WILD BE APPRECIATED AND  
GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT ATTENTION
Wim. HAUG SON
D e a le r s  in Masons' Supplies and Coal
Phone 66 P.O. Box 166
It is a popular belief that there 
lia danger of frost late in^ the'spring 
and early in the fall more at the per"
iod of mil' moon than at any other
time. It may be only a Coincidence, 
but the temperature almost invariably 
drops on clear nights when the moon 
is riding full in a cloudiest sky. ^To 
obtain an expression of scj'^tific^^mT 
ion on the question, Mr. Ncish.
of Kelowna, wrote to the D ir^tor of 
the Dominion Astro»>^’'sical Observ­
atory at Victoria,' and he has rccciycd 
the following reply which shows that 
scientists do not admit any direct con­
nection between moonlit»nights ana 
frost:"Department of the Interior, ■
I "Dominion Astrophysical Obsci'vatory.
“Victoria, B.C., June 6  ̂ 1923 
"R, e. Ncish, Esq.i 
Kelowna, B,C.
"Dear Sir, , , . oofU"In replying to yours of the 2Hth 
ult. in reference to the supposed coin­
cidence of frosts and full moon, I can 
hardly do better that state that the 
opinion expressed by the meteorologist 
of whom you spoke is the generally ac- 
Icepted opinion among scientists, nam­
ely that there is no connection what­
soever between the moon and the 
weather in general., One.,can never 
be too dogmatic but there is no appar­
ent reason why there should b? snc» i 
connection; if there were such it woult 
jhavc to be universal, not local, and 




By HoHlCultumi Branch, P rov ince  
Department of Agriculture
Special Examinations Arc 
Completed
Not
Vernon, B.C., Juhe 9, 1923* 
Vancouver Island ^ d  Gulf luM ds, 
, i Weather was very cold on the 1st 
Yctlinst. but then turned extremely warm 
and has continued so since.
A carload of hothoUsc tomatoes ship*-
1 «.»*.lDCd by the Victoria Hothouse Associ-
S?‘t5c consisting of about 1X)00 crates*
left Victoria last night for the prairies.
---------------------The warm weather will bring the
as shown by marks obtained at tUY ^agoon strawberries on very fast •**''* 
monthly examinations held at the cnd kjj^ first carload will, probably be 
of May.' I t is' incomplctc on account j  the middle of hext we
of dpcciaroxaminations, yrhich arc stiu Loganberries and raspberries
The following lists give the 
of the leading scholars in  some




_____  ____   ̂  ̂ _______ ____ __. ___ s arc
mking place in some divisions, not y^t I fyjj 5jponi, and, black-
being finished. I berries arc coming into blossom.
mTs!̂ Wood s class. Division 14, "O” I •, Lower Mainland
the attendance 'shield, last | w'crc, prevalent during the.
Ned W ri^it: .4, 'Maureen Hamilton; 
5, Violet White. ,  „  , V-. I
Div. IX.—Miss A. J. Perry. L Eu­
nice Wilson; 2, Constance Spall; d,i 
Mary Flinders; .4, Verna Butler; 5, 
Margaret Dick and Grace Watt,
Div. X.—Mias M. Renwick. 1* Beth
JtlljOVC w ■
Strawberries arc ripening unevenly 
and up to the present there has been 
very little shipping stock. The earl-, 
ier berries are moist and showing a' 
little sun scald. ' , v ‘
; Raspberries, blackberries and logan*-'
Okanagan Loan aihd Irivestineht 
Trust Company
' F O R ''■ 'S A L -E '
A A A  Eighteen and one-half acre Qrchard, lo oTwhich arc
S l Z f O U l l  planted with choice VarictiW ,9* ;
tell year old treeb* 1 acto Seven years bid, balaricc 
■'* ' three years. Eleven thousand w!,puW bo accepted •
. ■ ) , r' ’ £' ’ I* ' '' ' ' ' ' ■' ' * ' ■ > ' ' ' ■ • ’ ' i . ■ 4 ■
A  E fA A  ' buys.a forty acre iriinch 'situate drt the benches, with '
t b l l l j D l l l l  ainodcrn six roomed bungalAW, gamgc Und̂ ĉ̂ ^
house. SoventCcii acres arc planted terprehard* three,
years old, the varieties bemg: Duchess, Wealthy,
' McIntosh Red and DcIiclouO. Thc balancc of twen- 
tv'thrcc acres ,is i fir^t ,class truck land. This is one ‘
, ol the most attractive proppsitions m the Valley
aiid should rapidly increase In value. _   ̂
will purchase a two storey residence with bathroont 
aiid half here of land divided into tWd lotsi in a 
most desirable location. This property was sold a 
short time ago for over $3,000. . . .
Wcll/planncd bungalow in North end of town, near 
ouse; pn easy teriri^
$ 2 ,0 0 0
$ 1 ,6 5 0
For Partioulat. orCITV
PROPERTIED STORES, ^BARING ORCHARDS, TRUCK 
a n d  FARM LAlNDS, consult
R B A I . E S T A T E  D E P A R T M E N T
PHONE 332, KELOWNA, B.C.
n well imagine, though, that Davis. , ,  tt 1  xr-i
idea about frosts has devcl- pty, X III.—Miss M. Harvey. T, F n-
PROOF that the Ford is recognized as a farm  necessity, is  shown - by the  
fact that when th e  Committee on Agri­
c u ltu r a l  C o n d it io n s  in v e s t ig a te d  t h e  p r ic e s  
o f  t h in g s  e n t e r in g  in t o  fa r m  p r o d u c t io n ,  
t h e y  in v e s t ig a te d  t h e  p r ic e  o f  Ford Liars t o  
t h e  e x c lu s io n  o f  e v e r y  o t h e r  m a k e  o f  ca r .
 fuH bloom and the new
Wright; 2, Arthur Wilharoa; 3, FredH showing excellent growth,
die Burr; 4, Norah Benson; 5, rau il Gooseberries are moving freely and 
Gore; ■ . ^  . ' ' are of good quality, B lack, currants
{ Div. XI.—Miss E. M. Davies. 1, E-' gĵ ve indicatioh of a light crop, there 
milie Poffenrath; 2, Edith Brooks; bavliig been a heavy drop and poor 
June Davidson; 4, Victor Ganoin; 0, Iggj- Stone fruits arc dropping , and 
Kayo Yoshimura. . „  , ; there is not going to be as heavy a
Div. XII.—“Mrs. F. Day. 1, Marjorie I at first indicated. ,
Peafccy; 2, Kathleen Hughes; 3, Faur Early apples'will be a light crop, 
,line Stewart; 4, Wilda Trench; 5, A/y^h'llater varieties havd set much better
' ' aiid indications are for a fair yield.
___________  . „  ^  , ___ ____V- u  1.11 Okanagan '
oDcd in some such way as this. Frosts Gross; 2, Jack Butt; 3, Harold Heavy rains on May 31st and ex- 
come on clear nights; at such times, jjurr; 4, Verna Anthony; 5, Harry to June 2nd. All crops have
if there was a full moon, it would be I materially benefitted as a result. Conf
the thing most likely remembered. jj£y  ̂ x iV .—M)SS Wood. I, Edna I ^
about the night and the two would he pjj^kcr; 2, Dorothy Perkins; 3, Mai- .^ppjgg setting very heavily through- 
associated in the mind together.^  ̂ colm Chapin; 4, Robert Weathenll; I Qm. -i>hinning will have to be done on | 
give you this fo^ what it is worth. Diana DeHart. . [ most varieties, if extra fancy ̂ fruit is
— ■ I Div. XV.—Miss E. Austin. 1, | be harvested. Duchess, Wealthies
Billie Shugg; 2, Barbara Craig; 3, Jim Ubd Wageners aire now ready and thin- 
Hughes; 4* Margaret Luckings; 3 ,1 ^bese should start at once. ^
Becky Gore. , - '1 Aplricqts .are now hardtening the
——--- —r—-—^ ; I stqne and riiinning, should be qomplet-
T l  le d  on this fruit aFonce.
W  i l l  1/ ; I Pears are showing a very heavy







A P H O N E  Sfi -
0,:ra a .r a  .0 ; #  p  ,
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, JU N E IS and 16
DANGERI T H R IL L S! ACTION I SPEED I 
Hold fast to your scats when you see the William Fox wonder
melodrama. ^
MANAGER’S RESIDENCE, 4 7 5 ^ ®
0  0  0  0
LAWN TENNIS CLUB
HAS FIV E COURTS
“ THE EAST MAIL”
(Continued from page 1)
We note with interest the very sat-
fair below that of last season as a | 
result. , . I
Cherries are dropping heavily, partic-4 f  • f Kv Fir Rovcc. VVc noic iin imciwv > Ttf I L..nerneb arc urMppiii^additional acre, donated “X results Mr. Peters, of Wen- piarly at Kelowna, and, as anticipated
Will' bIsO be ‘ dCVdOpCQ tnis I .. * ■ Kw. Q̂ rcl*tf*tnatlC I . 1_A. +rwa -fraiiMrinr/x ixrtll
MORRISON-THOMPSOH HARDWARE Co. Ltd-
KELOWNA, B.C.
3S28
FORD motor 'COMPANY OF CANADA. MMITED. FORD. ONTARIO
will also be , developed J*” ® ./g^ran- Atchee, has obtained by systeniatic £„ last week^s letter, the tonnage will | 
has been authorized by the All ^ to probably be' reduced. -Quahtjv will]
T^awn Tennis Association .to T^ainhow I ^ii +Vi.>+ matrada La  e is, ss cwtipn^^^^ o^  ̂ demonstration at the Rainb  jikely be all that ay be desired. _ ;
the matches for the ‘̂ ^^^P^iv 'whirii Ranch. Particularly 'shall w^ Stcawberries are moving from Dy-
, .. „ , . . vers m Wen- Okanagan r
) cents more I to' tbe heavy rains c 
e apples ^ a n  I (juaUty is pob^ the t 
Some o f ' us I gbit. They ' will/imp 
Ith^'week of July 2-7 is .th rn in th ‘aVi° 1 would be ^smiling if we.got 50 cents] get berries come in..
[the Interior of how the grow  in e n - C e n t r e ,  but pwing|
include singles, doubles a atchee manage, to . get 50 L  of
When Lincoln J. Carter’s play was first presented some twen­
ty odd years ago, the big scene came when the Fast Mad 
thundered, across the stage in , the title role but, hcr^  the, old 
stage„- play/ is greatly outdone., : From thê  classic Dixieland 
steeplechase, the race, between t\yo Mississippi steamboats, 
to the thrilling fire scene, it is sensation upon sensation, thrill, 
upon thrill, with romance running all the way ^ r^ ^
Comedy Attraction: "PEST OF TH E STORM COUNTRY




h,.id ; at the per box for C Grade larg ^ * q li or/t berries being very 
'The during for small Extra Fancy. f ^f  i rove as the laterKelowna Lawn Tennis Club ^  .j.
per box this year for the equivalent] Kootenay alid Arrow Lakes
♦ ' ■ .♦ ■ ♦
Rain has been prevalent in all sdc-i 
tipns of the Kootenay during the past 
match took j week, and on June the 1st there was
make o jup “« g h o u t W  season. By using
C e r t o unnrIT'
Pafc Off.Boff. Caiit
reach the “jell” point wi^.onL
one minute’s boiling, thus 
the full flavor of your frait. Certo
is pectin—the natural jellying sub- 
■ - -  - Ybur jama or je l-staiice of fruits, 
lies will keep perfectly.
Complete Booklet of Recilies wjth 
every bottle. I f  your _grocer does 
not have Certo send^ his namq_and 
40c opd "we send you a. pottle#





~ and other fruits in season
niial open tournament for Erade*
pionships. of the Okanagan,, which in- jg
dude men^s open singles, , I . ■ . • , 1̂ 11
holder Mn E. ^Q^A^r^MTS^Bel- placê  ̂ 1^^ Tuesday evening, June l a heavy rain all day. • The wqather has
open singles, ^Jth between Winfield and the R.M. been cool and moisture conditions areson; men’s open doubles, presem home excellent. • The weather has made a'de­
ers, Meprs. P. G. Dodwell and G. ^  ^ good cided change sinoe June 3rd, June 4th
Seon; Â*̂ ® Mrs LvelT I crowd present and great enthusiasm l and 5th warm and bright and
their fiSe fipish.
?h"f S S h T n t o a S i S ’t o  a  meeting of the Women-s Institute
Cup, the present holders of which areLyas- held in the_Community HaH 9” |,  verv^favoUrable and it would be 
Mr^’W. C. Spencer aiid Mrs. The .^«b,ect un- been ver^ to put on the ' thYrd scab
There will be other handicap events Ljer discussion was the piauA which Udvisaom to pm^ e ^
if time permits, and the men’s j had been bought with money raised j spray m two wee s
MONDAY AND TUESDAY, JU N E 18 and 19 
KATHERINE MACDONALD in Her Latest Drama
"THE LONELY ROAD”
FOR.. W IVES—there’s a long, long trail to traverse .before 
' : \Vith rnany a' thrillj with; many a flash otdreams come true. ----------- * . .  , ..
human understanding, yet with entertainment at every step 
is pictured herein the life of a wife who v^lked the lone y 
road and the child who ,kept her there. Orville Caldwell, 
who plays opposite to Miss MacDonald, was picked by Elinor
Glyn as the most- physically perfect man on the American m 
stage. Comedy: “FAIR_ W EEK.” Internafaon^^ News. *
i Evening, 7.30 and. 9, . 20c .and 35c
BIB
WEDNESDAY ONLY, JU N E 20 




doubles for .the' open .championshipfby-tk of .the Institute. j —Reports indicate there has been quite IThere 1 after the calyx.
of the Interior. W 't o '  the‘p re se t ?! L, in manyi
time entries have been, received fmm gjon as to whether it should be while other growers report a
members of the following clubs: the Institute or L.erv heavV set Taking the district
gary, Nelson, Trail, Revelsloke, Pen- to the Hall, Committe^ a f  a w lSe^ s i S t  cherrv crop




Strong, Endefby* Salmon Arm, Kam- main in possession of the Institute pn-j- innkihtr fine and a heavv'ofo-
63
M o t h e r
How to Make Delicious Strawberry Jam
Select small or
folly ripe berries. After hulling 
weigh out 2 lbs. hemes. Measure 7 
levd cups (8 lbs.) sugar into small 
separate pan. Spread about one- 
quarter of the berries on fheir sides 
in single layer on a  
gently press each b e n r  Hess of ̂  inch with b o ^ m  of Certo 
botUe. (This leaves s to stact, but ruptures fiurt inside and
, makes i t  hollow, allo'wing boiling 
sugar to saturate tiss.ues quickly.) 
Transfer pressed berries to large 
kettle, and cover with toyer o f su- 
gar. Repeat this operation with all 
the berries, placing layers of pressed 
berries and sugar alternately m ket­
tle, putting balance of sugar on top. 
then add jmee of one lemon, or p ^
ferably Irteaspoon of powdered ta r­
taric or ritrie add. ^ i s  addition
promotes a quicker set, thus keeping 
the fruit evenly distributed in the
Vancouver Lawn Tenis Club has a 
I particularly large entry. The big ev- 
I ents will take place on the two last 
I days of the week. On the Friday, the 
finals for the cha:mpionship of the 
Interior will be staged and all the 
j semi-finals for the valley champion 
I ships', the finals for the latter events 
taking place on the last day, which
OBITUARY
Mr. Joseph W. Campbell
On 'Tuesday the funeral of the late
very thrifty and .still producing a lot 
of bloom. Indications are that the 
picking will extend over a rather long 
period. First crates of local straw­
berries should be on the market by | 
the 13th. Raspberries are in bloom i
with Colleen Moore. Rupert Hughes’ first personally directed 
. picture.'
You see her At every dance. She stands, out—because the chairs 
on either side of her are generally empty. Nobody wants her. 
The flappers and their college boy: friends think she is a,joke. 
Yet there came a time when every man m town fought for 
the honour of being her partner. Colleen Moore, who plays the 
•wall flower, gives one of the greatest individual performances
New "LEATHER PUSHERS.” 
Evening, 7.30 and 9, 20c and 35c
K dow n?^  The"^^^ *be showing
stand over lught, or a t least 5
hours, so that part of the sugar vml
be dissolved and mixture can.be 
stirred and cooked without crushing . 
fruit. Use hottest fire and stir con­
stantly before and while boiling. 
Boil hard for three minutes, remove 
from fire and stir in % bottle (scant 
% cup) Certo. Prom time jana IS / 
taken off fire allow to stand not .over 
5 minutes, by the clock, before p o k ­
ing. In the meantime, skim and stir , 
occasionally to cool slightly, Then . 
pour quickly. If  in open glasses 
Mraffin a t once. H  in jars seal a t 
once, and invert 10 minutes to steri­
lize the tops. ^ ,
For crushed Strawberry Jam see 
Certo recipe booklet.
who w af sixty years of age at the time where canes haveuot been winter in-
............ — I of his death, had been in the employ j jured. Gooseberries are
will be a memorable one in the annals of the Government of Manitoba for for the market imsniall quan^ and
of lawn tennis in this portion of S M o ? T l « « y  crop of
>ples in most sections as the set
present Hresident. L>r. d . x’. i t . . .  .ridtAri larcit I seCms to be normal.. Growers will
I Boyce; Vice-President, Mr. Eric Dart, 1 sklngT'On the 29th of May he met need to w lalthv
who is also acting as, secretary of.taeUSthSn.accident,heing struck down:by|son^and_-shp^^^^ the Wealthy
ell, Mrs. D.
street car in Winn^peg and, taken- to j within ,a we^^^rinm.
Last week was almost continuously
[tournament; Committee; Mrs. M. L y - 1 a ^ s t r e « ^ ^ x ^ G r a n d  Forks 
Simeon, and Messrs ^ covered ■ consciousness, expiring • ,on
Carnithers, H. G. M. Gardner, R. H. j june‘ 2n d .~ H irW h  was to* be , buried ] wet. The ^soil has 
Hiii, F. L a n o . W. Mc.calfe, W. ,C  | L ide^his
Spencer,. R. H. Stubbs a.nd 
I Barton, Secretary-Treasurer.
ary,'whiTe living on the S. E. Kelowna ] temperature. As a result/all crops are
MESSAGE TO GROWERS
BY MR. PRATT
(Continued from Page 1)
Our organization, therefore, cannot 
prostitute itrfclf by gelling itself for the 
small price of beating competitively all 
of the small independent shippers. Re­
gardless of the fact that the small ship­
per may feel very clever and think 
that he has performed a smart trjek 
in business t o : force all of his little 
output onto the prairies and thereby 
have , a return that may outrank the 
. average- that the industry must take, 
hccausc of the industry assumino- its 
full" burden of export and storage mar­
kets; regar'dlcss of the fact that some 
>f Our own members may be tempted 
CO look with envy upon the unfair ad-
determine to get all they can for them- 
dl(selves regar ess of others, tae five 
year contract is necessary for the good 
of the rest of the members who, m 
ifulfilling the spirit of co-operation,
'  ’ k
A’antagc taken by a competitor; and 
i*egaraIcsS of sdme of the unintelli­
gent . criticism that may arise even 
rom our own members; our organiz- 
ition will unflinchingly stand only for 
hose policies in ' its sales which , will 
calize for our members the greatest 
imoimt of money for their crops, and 
his in defiance pf those who may 
eck tb undermine by taking money in 
ihduc proportion from a market safe- 
'uarded^-' ourseves.
For. those growers who do not 
hink far enough to realize what would 
appbn if they and others joined with 
he outsiders who ma'^ try to take un- 
•iie advantage, for those few members 
vho may get weary in well doing and
need no contract or enforcing law. Re 
gardless of cost or effort, every con­
tract will be rigidly enforced, not be­
cause . we want to, but because no 
member in a co-operative body cAn 
have a privilege that niay not be en­
joyed by all members. The problem 
of our existence requires solidity, and 
where necessary, a firm hand.
No\v let us turn to a more pleasant 
trend of thought. " What is our atti­
tude with the trade over the prairie 
markets particularly? Are we' going 
to get all we can? Yes, but it will be 
got in as far-Ri»-hted a manner as 
possible, with the belief that a moder­
ate, even, steady market nets far 
more money than one that is con­
stantly fluctUatimr due to too high 
prices Causing such light demand that 
the life of the market can be again 
aroused only by over-doses of low 
prices. The ' trade ort the prairies 
will be asked to be a part of us;^wc 
will work just as closely with them 
as they will allow us, we having for 
their disposal all the supplies that they 
can possibly use and iborc; we to 
determine as fairly as we can ^the 
price that will riiove the products into 
consumption, with the, hope ^that _ ,a 
safe, moderate-priced attitude on bur 
part will result in a big and frequent 
turnover at A safe but moderate margin
on the part not bnly of the jobbers 
but the retailers. ^
For whetticr wc like tb admit, it 
or not, we are a ll. more or less de 
pendent upon each other, and
Bbnch irith her son-in-law, Mr. Stew- making rapid growth. Orchard cover
:a«  Smith, and who wa; interred in J te  crop#
Kelowna cemetery on March 3rd. The alfalfa is showing up well and all grain 
body was accompanied here by two and other field c r ^ s  are looking fine.
»  romnhpll and Mr. Strawberries and all bush fruits
GeoYg^W .^ampbelftliyhf^dau^^ heavily and are setting
I well.Mrs. Stewart Smith. .
The funeral service took place at the Apples do not promise as heavy a
to
car-lot jobbers on the prairies must,i m l i acx n.c w w --r. --- -- - . • #i„
make this British Columbia Indus- undertaking parlours of the Kelbwna crop as last year, espe^^^ 
a success, see that they play the Furniture Company and was conduc- Prunes and^ pears, more
gimp with ns, with much of. the spme I ted by the Rc»._ A. MacLurg, mjermenq
lovalty, with the same spirit of give hieing at the Kelowna cemetery. _ — , - . ----  , t. uand take, and the same purpose of pall bearers were Mr. E. R. Bailey, fruits will probably be about the same 
service to thef industry, as ourselves. Mr. G. H. Dunn, Mayor D. W j Suth- as last season. this dis-
The fine response from the trade and Lrland, Mr. H. F. Rees, Mr.^A. Me- f
the relations already worked out, m- Gregor and Mr. F. R. E. DeHart,, all trict to any
dicate that they have already caught L,£ ^^hom are past principals o f the Ro- heavily but sweet varieties will be 
the spirit, and will, without pressure y^i Arch Chapter, of which the late]light 
from us, see that this organization ] Mr. Campbell \vas a member.
that is endeavouring to-^bring order 
out of chaos, and safe and fair _ re 
turns for all, including retailer, job­
ber and producer, gets a strong pref­
erence from the , buying trade. The 
jobber wants, just as much as the 
producer does, a stabilized, market 
Confidence is necessary to ■ legitimate 
profits—enthusiasm rests pn^ having 
known quantities to deal with; the 
disorganization of the past has 
meant serious losses to all who dealt 
with fruits^and produce from British 
Colombia, and a better, day for all is 
just ahead, because of a mofc general 
recognition of the business fact that 
hone of us can prosper long without 
fairly recognizing our duties to others; 
whether it be by co-operatively com­
bining for sale and distribution,- or 
dealing failly and honestly in all onr 
policies in the business world with 
sendee to the-industry as the corner­
stone for all.
. Yours very truly,
ARCHIE M. PRATT,
General Manager, 
Associated Growers of B.C., Ltd. 
■Vernon, B, C., June 8th, 1923.
GREAT-WEST L IFE  LEADS
IN  BRITISH COLUMBIA
LIM IT E D
Phone 324
General Merchants




COT 2 0 %
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY  
ONLY
June 15th and 16th
British Columbians are showing a 
marled preference for The Great-'West 
Life Assurance Company, .according 
to a preliminary report of the Supenn- 
tendent of Insurance, which shows that 
of the thirty-five life companies repre­
sented in the coast province, nearly 
one-eighth of the ordinary life insur­
ance issued last year was placed m 
The Great-West Life. , , , .
Eleven of the companies m British 
Columbia issued over a million dollars 
each, while The Great-West Life to­
tal for the year was $4,115,080, bnng- 
I ing their net amount in force up to the 
tremendous total of .$25,692,787, the 
largest amount of any company. - ,
I The firm of Gillespie, Hart & Todd, 
of Victoria, were the successful tend­
erers for the $30,0()0 issue of water 
debentures recently issued bŷ  the Mty 
of Vernon and which bear five and a 
half per cent interest. The price paid
was 96.33. .•
{T
These are the days when you c^^uae a Kodak to^fipreatest ^  
tion. Keep an album for the! Idddies. They will appreciate it in 
■ \  - la te r ' years. ' . ■ ■ ‘ ,
BRING US YOUR FILM S TO BE FIN ISHED
P. B# WILLITS & C 0 .
DRUGGISTS AND STATIONERS 
" YOU W ILL GET IT  AT W ILLITS ”
I
An immense swarm of caterpillar, 
which literally covered the C.P.R, 
tracks in the Iliccillcwaet Canyon, 
cast of Revclstokc, delayed traffic on 
that line last week, trains having to 
be split into two or three sections.
Railway  ̂is
having a survey maac irum Sjiirit Riv­
er,'A lberta, to the intcr-provincial
] The Canadian Pacific 
de f o ln
boundary near , Pouce Coupe and a- 
cross B. C. via the Pine River Pass to
the northern coast of'ihe‘prpvince.
THIS KBI^OWNA COURIBR AWD OKAWAOAW ORCHARP^BT
pa g b  s e v e r
Out Of Town, And I Buy Out O f Town, W hat Will Become (M O ur
T H E  D O LLA R S P E N T  IN K E L O W N A  W IL L  R E M A IN  H O M E  T O  isO O ^T  ,
Tow n?
'READ THESE ARTICLES W ITH  CARE. 
PATRONIZE T H ii PEOPLE W HOSE
q u a l it y  s h o u l d  b e  f i r s t
cdhsiidbrittion when t̂ f**®''***̂ '̂
Out' stock is well kept, clean ̂ o  wholc- 
t.soDie. Choice Cuts,, Fish, Game, «md 
Poultry in. season. ■ .
T rade, in Kelowna.
CASpRSO BROTHERS, LIM ITED
CLEANING &r PRESfSING-
CLEANING, DYEING, PRESSING 
- REPAIRING
Phone 285 •
MAPLE LEAF - CLEANING AND; 
DYE WORKS '
H. M. Sparks, Mgr.
CONFECTIONERS
''c h o c o l a t e s  a n d  BON-BONS 
‘ ' Delicious Toffees ‘ ' 
lee Cream and Refreshments
Light Lunches. -------Afternoon Teas.
ALSGARD’S
w e  i n v i t e  y o u
to partake of the delicious Confections, 
Chocolates, Ppi;e Ice Cream or thirst 
quenching drinha, obtainable here. We 
know you Vwill be delighted with our 
service.
CHAPIN’S
d e p a r t m e n t a l  S T p R E S
l a d i e s :- AND CHILDREN’S
DRY GOODS, m i l l i n e r y , 
• \  ' BOOTS . AlMD .S lip E S  
JERMAN 'HUNT, iilM IT E p
THIS STORE’S BUSINESS > 
CONNECTION ; : .
in KeldWna and iDistrict is proof of a 
satisfied clientele. We ‘ endeavour m 
all departments to anticipate your re­
quirements and we give you a service 
oh all purchases hard to secure when 
dealing out of town.
THOMAS LAWSON, LIM ITED
OUR WEEKLY 
ADVERTISEMENTS
bring to our customers messages brim­
ful of money saving suggestions_ con­
cerning mjerchandise of quality. H*8h- 
est standard at lowest possible price.
J. ip. FUMERTON & CO.
T H E  REXALL STORES
,1.:
’ save' you money 
on your Drug rcquircithcnto. 
P. B, W ILLITS & CO.
£ OuW\».U vv.l.. «V.W«. —  ̂ —. Large stock of Drug S^undnes, 
T ■ "dilet Requisites, Sick Room Supplies, 
Magazines and Stationery.,; i .
W. R. TRENCH
ELECTRICAL HOUSES
e l e c t r i c a l  FIXTURES AND 
SUPPLIES I ! i 
Labour Saving Devices
'■ ' Electrical Contracting. ■ •
Battery Service and Repairs 
‘ Radio Outfits ;
THOMSON & COPE
FOR ;e l e c t r i c a l ' g o o d s ' a n d  
t o y s  ^
try us and you will find our prices and 
quality compare favourably; with out- 
of-town stores. Comfc^in and 'see'our' 
extensive line of electrical fixtures. ' . 
W. j .  DUCKWORTH 
“The Electric Shop’’ ,
FURNITURE!
WHY NOi* DEAL
with a firm which shows you a practi­
cal way to save money ? We have a 
large stock of new aira slightly, ' used 
furniture of all descriptions always on 
hand. We buy and sell antiques. .
JONES & TEM PEST
GROCERS
QUALITY AND SERVICE
' in \.; ' .
GROCERIES AND PURE ^OOD.
p r o d u c t s ; ;
‘ Trade in Kelowna 
T H E  McK e n z i e  COMPANY,
' Limited > .''-i-:-''
OUR AIM IS TO SELL YOU
a line of Groceries, Provisions, etc., 
the price and quality of which will 
keep your money in K elow na.T he 
quality and prices of o u r; goods will 
satisfy the most exacting customer.
HOLMES & GORDON, LTD.
YOUR DOLLARS SPENT 
AT HOME
help your town and »help you. Your 
Groceries bought at this store cost 
hd more than elsewhere and. you ^se­
cure satisfaction guaranteed '.when 
dealing here. Phone 340.........
CITY GROCERY
TH EY MAY PRESENT SOMETHING YOU HAVE NOT THOUGHT OP B E F ^ R a  
ADVERTISEM ENTS ARE HERE. THEY ARE YCtUR NEIGHBOURS AND W ILL TREAT  
y o u  RIGHT; READ THE ART^ICLES EACH VVEEK.
'P y c ry . ,■ W ants:.; ;M
When Vou soend vour money you naturally want to get all you can m 
return. No-one can criticize you ̂  for laying that desire. Onl^^ 
commonly referred to as haying tnpncy than sem^ ^  y
away. All others are careful to see that thfey do ® e'
But one h'as to be able tO look fa^rther than the end of his nose if he is
sure that he is getting the nriost that he can get house in-That is.thc defence of the man who^ buys from the mail or^^^  ̂
stead of patronizing Ithc merchants in his' OvVn town. J'®
more for'his money when he buys ftoni the mail wder n̂ â ^̂  ccJSnlJspends his money at home. But m arriving at tha t conclusion he certainly 
has not been able to look further than the end of hiS
iT m d a t’Uascs th^  m^ ,whd buys goods from a mail ordtr house does, , -----  . . ----
so bccausrhe'"thlnks he"i^ fo*" UJoPkhiehave to oav fdr thtm  at the store in his own town. He thinks he is *ooKr«e 
out for lJo?^l and he says it’is not his fault if th em crch ^ t in /cannot
make ahv ’money and is forced .to'gd out of .business. He overlooks the fact 
that he is likely to be ds hard hit as anyone else when that ^
doors but, leaving that probability out of ’ consideration, the
10 'to 1 .that the buyer hais really lost money on his deal with the mail order 
m an.." ■' > ■’ . ...■ ■ ' ■ - .
Price Not Only Consideration
In  buying an article of any kind, whether it be, a house and lot or a j^per of
pins, the price is not ,the only thing to be considered by any 
not in the habit of going into a store when you want to_ buy a suit of clothes 
and saying to the storekeeper: “Give me the cheapest suit of clothes you have 
in the house;’’ You want the best suit of clothes you can. get for the price you 
pay for it,'bu t you dbn’t usually want the cheapest thing you can find.
^  A man may delude himself into believing that when he buys a _ suit of 
clothes frbm .a mail order house for $10 he «  saving money, but what »s there 
ta  justify him 'in such a belief? The niere fact
$10 does not mean that he is saving money. The chances are that if he should 
go to.'the mail,who runs the clothing store
he could get a'suit of!clothes for $10 and the chances are also that it wouldbe lie ^uu*u ® ,____,i,__ *i,„ c,i5+ TvhiV.h he could cet from thei Kcv  s  Oi \:iuuic& ivi «pxv w*.***«ŵŵ ..just as good if riot a better bargain than the suit which he .could get frona Ihe 
mail order house'.for the sanie sum. It^̂ is. not the price he P®ys that^ showsii- ro r n  .i rm  m  ui. ..la. --- y
whether he is getting a bargain or not.Mt is the quality of goods that he gets 
for his'money that "counts.
Can Undersell Mail Order House
The home merchant can sell as'cheaply as : the_ mail order man if he 
sells as cheap goods as the mail order man sells. His expenses are not _ as 
heavy as those of the mail order man. . He, pays less rent in properticm^to me 
btisiness he'does;* his taxes are less in: proportion, to the capital invested. Wis 
advertising bills are less than those of the mall order man in proportion to the 
volume of his sales. He can uridiersell the mail order man any day m the year 
if he wishes to sell only goods of the sairie quality and style of those sold by 
the mml order man but he doesn’t do this because he knows that the majority ot 
the people in his toWn do not want that quaiity and style of goods. Therefore 
he keeps in stock goods of all qualities and all prices. He has. the $10 suit for 
the man who thinks that he can get more for his money by buying a^suit at 
that price than b e  can by buying a better ̂ pne for $20, but he tells the cus­
tomer just what he is buying- . . .  .1 , , , ,_
The next time you think about buying something from a mail order house, 
if you ever do think of such a thing, go first to your home merchant and ask 
to see the article which you are thinking of buying.
Ready To Compare Prices
. Your home merchant is a business man. He gets the best values he c^n 
for his money when he buys goodsi and he does not expect his customers to 
do anything else. All that he asks, in return for the favours he does his cus­
tomer! and the things b e  does for the good of the community is that he be 
Riven an opportunity to meet the insidious competition of the nwil order house. 
He is perfectly willing to have hiS prices and his values compared to those ot 
the mail order house, but he is not given a chance to make this comparison.
If all buyers wohld take the value as well as the price of the article they 
are buying into consideration, the mail order bouses would Ml go out ot
business tomorrow. ' V
HARDWARE
IF  IT ’S HARDWARE
wc have; if w<i haven’t got it, we will 
get it for you; if wc can t get iL Jt 
isn’t made. This is our business policy 
coupled >yith the fact that reasonable 
prices prevail here in all departments^ 
T H E  MORRISON-THOMPSON
HARDWARE CO., LTD.
SPRING TIM E
is decorating time. You will -'liways 
find , a complete stock of paints, oils, 
varnishes, brushes, wpllpaper, ’’etc., at 
this store. Come in and get our prices. 
Our lines arc guaranteed. ' ^
STOCKWBLL’S LIM ITED
EVERY DOLLAR 'WE SPEND
away trom home' helps the town we 
spend it in. W e meet all C9mpetitive 
prices in Groceries, Provisions, etc., 
and if you are not a lre^ y  one of our 
customers we :splicit a trial.
TH E.K ELO W N A  GROCERY
Phone 389
DOLLAR STORE.
Our business is increasing daily on 
a.ccount of the values we are giving 
daily iii Groceries, Provisions .and 
other lines. You assure yourself fair 
treatment on all purchases made here.
J. C. R O C K W E L L
Our Phone, Our Quality, Our Service 
Arq No. i.
Auto Cylindera ground accurately by 
special machinery newly installed.
Oxy-Acetylerie Welding— the 
job, which you think can t be done. 
Until further notice—10 per cent off
all sales, cash—or when due.
LECKIE HARDWARE LIM ITED
JEWELLERS
TH IS STORE’S POLICY;
to represent’ goods exactly as to 
quality ; to sell each customer jewellery 
values at a’ uniform fair price; to 
cheerfully fulfil all guarantees and cor­
rect all mistakes; to give all a square
J. B. KNOWLES
W E ARE CONSTANTLY
in touch with the larger jewellery
centres. This fact enables us to advise 
correctly concerning - the chan^ng 
styles and modes of fashionable'jew­
ellery. Our repair department is at 
your service.’’ , -
PETTIG R EW — JEWELLER;
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
CHINAWARE — CROCKERY 
GLASSWARE 
Tinware Grnnitowaro 
Come in and get acquainted with om* 
money saving valuca.
A. E, C O X
PHOTOGRAPHERS
AT TH IS SEASON
wc arc specializing in Amateur Fin­
ishing. This is a business with us-r- 
not a sidc-liric and your work is g iv ^  
ithe utmost care and attention. P.O. 
Box 451*
PHOTOGRAPHERMcEWAN
PORTRAITS THAT PLEASE. 
Amateur Developing and Printing. 
You pay no i more for our painstaking 
care and service.
W ILLS & BUC]^C 




Our stock of 'lien’s Furnishings is the 
product of the best mills and manu­
facturers. /Many of our lines are ex­
clusive in style.' All are of highest 
quality and at rock bottom prices.
H. F. HICKS
“ T H E  HOUSE OF FA SH IO N ” 
MEN’S
CLOTHIERS AND FURNISHERS 
T H E  M O R R I S O N  CO .
t h e  PRPGRESSIVE MAN
spends his money in his own com­
munity. This store caters to the dress 
requirements of the progressive man. 
You pay no more for quality merchan­
dise at this store.
ANGUS McMILLAN
HEATING, VENTILATING AND 
SANITARY ENGINEER 
Installations and. Repairs 




IT  PAYS TO BUY GOOD SHOES
and to trade where you know you will 
get value for your money. Both are 
obtainable here. Come in and compare 




SPORTING GOODS O F ALL 
KINDS
Bicycle Accessories. Repairs.
O. K. SPORTING GOODS AND 
BICYCLES
TAILOR
OUR STOCK OF SPRING 
AND SUMMER SUITINGS.
and Overcoatings for Laidies and Men; 
are beginning to arrive. We can give’ 
you a splendid selection,, now of the 
choicest shades, patterns and matei 
ials. Fit guaranteed.
R. C. H. MATHIE
RUBBER STAMPS
It is not necessary to send away when 
we have uf?-to-date facilities for manu­
facturing them in Kfelowria.'
TH E KELOWNA COURIER 
W ater Street ■ ■
T^HE PRAIRIE FRUIT '  - .
m a r k e t s  BULLETIN
(Continued from Page 3)
is disaMro'us. . .. ... ....Let us compare the situation on both
sides of tho to?Oregon ar^ averaging 8% cents for 
Mraws, khis with duty and. freight runs 
over 11 cents landed m yancouver, and 
S i“ o“ tS d  that the price » h « to jo .f .d  
Stuff c‘ari be laid ddwn on.the^marKet 
for, is the market price. This price, 
-was established last year in jam con-
show the loss from selling at 7
m \VitH V vyaaio* * ■— — *"bearing strawberries in B. C., cstimat--ed to prd'duce two tons ^®, 
18Avhich Is below the average, ’Wj.ll pro- 
•duce eight million pounds:
; 8.000,o5o lbs.':at. 8 ^c  
8,000,000 lbs." at' 7c returns.... 560.000
Loss through selling at 7c....$120,000 
The whole crop .docs not go  ̂to thq 
factory, but, the factory pnCe is the 
basis of prices that prevail on the njaf- 
Icct for fresh berries, and a high o r  low 
factory price is reflcetc<| qlljithrdugh
-the berry deal. ■ V ' u.
If the berry Rrowcrsliad been fi unit 
^ri marketing their herries, the market 
-price of id cents corild nave bccii Sc- 
ciircd.. T he dear sugar, applies^to. both 
.sides of the line, and wc believe the 
same amount would preserved at 
id cents as will be at 7 cente. ^ , 
i; With the canners organized m 
Dominion f  Wi.4e Ipacrger, the berry 
growers ,ricc0,sai fair chbniie in bdrgsurilng.
> Fruit Juices , , .
Some time ago ■we invcsligatcd the
possibilities.lto supply' aerated factor­
ies on the prairie with fruit Juices from 
British. Columbia we found that few of 
the so-called fruit flavours or ciders 
were made from fruit, mostly all were 
chemical substitutes. imported, from the 
United Stateii.'■ , ,,
Today the fruit growers in Canada 
ar£: up against it froin ocean to. pceai^ 
and there is constantly increasing need 
for a market for the by-products of
Canada, is spending over $50,MO,000 
on, imitation fruif products,, while tlm 
real health ^virig substance is wasted. 
The jcause of this is the lack of scien­
tific knowledge of how to utilize the 
juices, flavouring and parts* of  ̂fruit so 
that, rthity; corild be .held unaltered, 
Mrength’ericd o'r^-diluted as required. 
We are pleased to report that thiS 
matter is receiving attention, and in a 
yery short .time, pure fruit, flavourings 
will bq mariiifactured'into soft drinks 
arid at. a cosf erisily withiri thofee quot­
ed for the adiilteirated ^article; ^
Apple juice and grape fruit juice 
make. - up one of the combinations 
which we have sampled in Calgary, 
ind another:of strawberry .and apple 
jiiicc will, ^e, introduced within the 
next few days. These juices will be 
manufactured here, and at other prairie 
-loints.' Very'soon a big demand for 
urilfc'ffuit will be-created. During next 
week in Calgary samples will be testr 
ed.; by ime or more ;largo convefitions.
We taKq pleasure in̂  calling public 
attention' to thiV'new^innovation, be­
cause it is the beginning of a campaign 
to displace drinks made from iriiportcd
and mostly indigestible chemical flav  ̂
ours, and. jrefilacing theni at, fhc same 
cost by hcalth-jEpving'pure, fruit flav-
campaign will mean to the fruit grow­
ers of B. C. and Eastern Canada. We 
will refer to this subject in a later is­
sue. . ■ , ■ ■ ; :
Pithy Pointers 
History repeats itsMf.
'Co-operation, and centralized mark­
eting points the way “back to the 
land.’’ ' . ■ , .
Last year’s experience resulted m a 
complete tree fruit organization in 
B. C. It will now be a leader in the 
world’s organizatioq movement.
We feel that this year’s experience 
will convert the berry growers to cen- 
tralized control of their products.
Farihihg by guess of the niarket 
needis has been a failure. The exact 
producing and consuming power must 
be known._  ■ .' , . . V ^
Berry jirocessing by freezing is not 
an experiment, it is. a success. .
Berry procesririg extends the can­
ning. season to 12 months per year.
Processing is a means ’to save the 
surplus of/fresh fruit t^at cannot be
Qurp
It is too early to predict what this
absorbed, that should be held by the 
giorirdrs' in storage instead of. specu­
lators. . ' .
Processing fruit by organization 
without unity would permit parasites 
to profit without paying towards the 
venture. With unity it would establish 
the industry on a permanent basis.
Individual organizations trying to 
sell successfully are as impotent as an 
individual grower,’both are selling 
blindly. _ . .
Bumness Outlow  *
The' recent heavy rains have work­
ed ’wonders'ori the prairies. The whole 
veldt has a grieen hue, and everything 
looks : encouraging. The * depres^on 
caused by the dry spell at 1 seeding 
tiriic has disappeared, and optimisni 
prevails both m farming and, city 
circles."* ‘
! The season is late and so far the 
weather has not^warmed up to expec­
tations. Business is improving slowly. 
It would appear . from the difficulty 
in making collections that financial 
institutions are Very careful in giving 
credit. .In view of the good crop har­
vested last year, and the prospects Of 
a bumper crop this year, ■ this' tarm- 
ness may disappear as the season ad­
vances.
Many changes in the personal man- 
ageriient of fruit houses of the prairies 
have been made. There are by, far 
too many wholesale distributors of 
friiit on consignment to make their 
game' profitable. No doubt the fittest 
will survive, blit a heavy, thinning is 
due. ' We warn independent shippers 
of the danger of consignment to con­
cerns that arri not financially sound. 
Considerable loss has resulted in this 
Way last year, and from appearances 
more will follow this year. We would 
advise ‘ such .shippers to trfide with 
old established concerns' whose stab­
ility can be vouched ' for.  ̂ *
’ Markets Bulletin
"The Markets Bulletin is supplied free 
to all bona fide B. C. fruit growers. 
During the shipping season we will 
give the market news from the angle 
of the growers; We have a corres­
pondent in every prairie city and in­
tend to keep in touch with the demand 
at all points. We will also publish the 
supply and indicate from where it com­
es. Quotations made at all compet*t- 
ive shipping points will be published, 
also B. C. quotations. ; We publish 
wholesale and retail prices at the lead­
ing centres as a general gu.de, but 
such prices do not make allowances 
for: claims in shrinkage.* arid other ad­
justments that entcj: into all perishable 
fruit deals. We, rcco i^ cn d  that 
growers, study the F.O;B. shipping
point quotations as a guide to the mar- 
lc6t • '
Car Arrivals in Calgary
From Majf 30th to June 6th
From Alberta: .4 potatoes.
From B.C.: 2 rhubarb; 2 potatoes; 
1 mixed car, potatoes and apples.
From Washington: 2 strawberries; Z 
mixed vegetables.
From Mississippi: 1 cabbage.
From Lousiana: 1 new potatoes.
From  California: 1 tomato.
From  Mexico: 2 tomatoes; 1 canta­
loupe.
Calgary L. C. L. Shipments
17 crates of lettuce, 62 crates of 
strawberries, 35 crates gooseberriM, 3 
crates cucumbers, 2 crates rhubarb, 10 
H.H. Toms, Medicine Hat.
Calgary Wholesale Prices
Apples, B.C. Newton, per box —$̂ *59 
Apples, B.C. Stayman, per box .... 3.25 
Apples, B.C. Ben Davis, per box.... 2.50 
Strawberries, B.C., per crate, , • 
^4.50 to ' o.Uil
Strawberries, Washington, e 7C
per crate, .— — 5.75 
Potatoes, B.C., Canada Grade ^
Grade Av per ton....... . —. ....  35.00
Potatoes, Alberta, Canada Grade ^
Goosebefries.' B.C., 24 bskt.........
Cherries; B.C very small; 4 bskt. 2.00 
Cantaloupes, Calif., Standards — lO.W 
Tomatoes, H.H.‘, B.C., 4 bskt. .... 7.- 
Cucumbers, H.H., B.C., ;2 doz.— 5— 
Rhubarb, B.C., per case —-----  2.f
Rhubarb, Local, per lb; 
Asparagus, Walla Walla, per case
Cabbage, Calif., per lb. ...—
Carrots, Local, per lb. ------
Carrots, New, per lb. —
Spinach, Local, per lb-------------
Rndisb, Local, per doz.
Onions, Australian, per lb. .—  
; Lettuce and Onidris, pCr doz— _
Winnipeg
Winnipeg, June 7th; 1923.
The fruit and vegetable market here 
.is rather dull this week as the ■weath­
er is cool and the iniported green 
vegetable trade is falling off; also 
rhubarb sales, as the local grown stuff 
is starting to come on the; market. 
The first car load of California Bings 
arrived this week and is moving slow­
ly, the price being rather high. There 
is a good demand for strawberries, 
which are Selling at fairly reasonable 
prices, pints from Hood River and 
quarts from Missouri. Mexican tom­
atoes and Floridas only arriving in 
fair condition. First car of Californ­
ia deciduous fruit on the market all 
green, the peaches particularly.
Car receipts since June first:—Im­
ported: 7 cars strawberries, 6 cars of 
green vegetables, 7 cars tomatoes, 1 
car mixed deciduous fruit, 1 car cher­
ries.
Wholesale Prices:
Ontario Cucumbers, 11 qt. bskt.....$4.50
B.C. Rhubarb, per Ib,̂  ........'.......0^4
B.C. Gooseberries,* 24 pints ̂ -----  6.00
Imported Cherries, 14 lb., Bing.... S.OO
18 lb. Anne .......C................. 3,50
Imported Peaches, box ....... 3.50
Imported Plums and Apricots,
Imported Strawberries, qts. ------  7.00
IPmts ‘ 5.̂ )0
Imported Tomatoes, Florida .......... 7,50
Imported Tomatoes, Mexico .......   6.00
Retail prices:
Imported Tomatoes, per lb..........
Ontario Cucumbers, each ..— ....
B.C. Rhubarb, lbs. ■
B;C. Crooseberries, pint   —..
Imported Strawberries, qt.....—
; Pint ........... ......................... .
Local Root ■Vegetable's, per lb...
Local H.H. Tomatoes, per lb.
Local Onions, 'per 4 Ihs.' ------
Local Potatoes, 60 lbs. ____ .55
Vancouver Wholesale Produce
The foilowing produce was imported 
into Vancouver during the week end­
ing June Sth, 1923: ,i
Strawberries, 3,576 crates; green 
peas, 55 hampers; asparagus, 174 
pyramids; green peas, 8 crates; on­
ions, 260 sacks; green peas, 2 drums; 
onions, green, 20 crates; grcciv beans,
2 hampers; onions, white wax,' 6 box­
es; bananas, 2,266 bunches; cantaloup­
es, 16 crates; pineapples, 184 cases; 
cauliflower, 2 crates; cherries. 571 lugs; 
cabbage, 318 crates; tomatoes, 264 
lugs, head lettuce, 6 crates; grape­
fruit, 399 cases; cucumbers, 1 box; 
lemons, 551 cases; carrots; 3 sacks; 
oranges, 3,287 cases; radishes, ! drum; 
sweet potatoes, 12 crates; beets, 1 
sack; Irish potatoes, 2,448 sacks; arti-* 
chokes, 1 box; apples^ 25 boxes.
Ail the strawberries listed above 
came from the neighbouring state of 
Washington. The varieties were, Van 
Dicman, Clark's Sccdlint» and -Mar­
shall. Kennewick and Olalla were the 
two: heaviest contributors, practically 
all of the berries coming from these 
two points.
Local berries are just about starting, * 
although the volume as yet is very 
light.
Another week will sed the local ber-r 
rics in control of this market if pre­
sent weather conditions hold out.
Cherries are coming in from Cali­
fornia in the volume indicated. These 
are Black Tartarian's, ■ and Bings with 
also! a few Royal Annes.. The quality 
is fair. •
Rather heavy importations oLpota- 
tocs will be noted from Washington.
T arc Yakima Gems of good nual-; 










I l r i i i L k p
MONTSERRAT LIME JUICE 
KIA-ORA LEMON SQUASH
ROSE'S LIME JUICE CORDIAL 
- WELCH'S GRAPE JUICE
NABOB LEMONADE POWDER  
Then. oI churse, we always have Freoh Lemono, 
Oranges arid Grapefruit which make a 
themwlves or, added to any other hot weather beverage, 
make a decided improvement.
FO R
Hot W eather 
San d w ich es
Olive Butter in two different sizes.
Sandwichola which contains olives, tuna-fish and
Pastes from Crosse & Blackwell. ,
Meat Pastes of many different kinds.
W e have Cooked Ham coming m twice a week by 
express and it is always fresh and in nice condition for 
sandwiches or for serving as cold meat.
^  . <9*
♦  IN  T H E  REALM t
J  O P FIELD  SPORTS J
♦  _____ . . . .
FO R
Hot W eather 
Sa lad s
When making salads you will find them wonderfully 
improved by adding a can of Shrimp, Lobster, or Crab, or 
Sahnon, or Chicken, or Sardines. Likely you do use some 
of these but we just make the suggestion, and when making 
Fruit Salads you will find the greatest improvement by 
always adding Pineapple.
THE McKe n z i e  c o . ,  Ltd .
T H E  GROCERS 
Phone 214
QUALITV and SER V IC E  
Our Mottos
I n c r e a s e
M i l k
If you let your cows be driven half 
crazy by hosts of flie ,̂ they take their
revenge by giving less milk.
Cows yield 25% more milk when freed from the Fly  
Nuisance. The best Fly Fighter of them all is
WIDCO
Price $1.15 per half-gallon can
Make your Poultry Building, Barn's, etc., sweet and clean
by using
PURITOL
snow white disinfecting Paint in Dry Powdered Form. 
. Small size, 40c; large, 80c
Free City Delivery Daily Phone 672
OCCIDENTAL FRUIT GO., LTD.
K ELO W N A , B. C.
I
W P O R T CO-OPERATION -
BUY YOUR
FLOUR, FEED, POULTRY AND ORCHARD 
SUPPLIES FROM YOUR CO-OP STORE
We will have a large shipment of 
PICKING BAGS AND LADDERS 
on hand in a few days.
LACROSSE
mmm Bm iT H E  PRAIRIE FRUITMARKETS BULLETIN
WUUHEBRATE (ContiauQfl from Page 7)
Day In City Park—I
Armatrong 2, kclo:wna 2 
Playing on the Armstrong grounds 
ast Thursday, tlic local exponents ot 
the national summer pastime demon­
strated their skill and staying qualities 
by holding their northern rivals to a 
tic, even the ten minutes overtime re­
sulting in tlic tic being still unbroken. 
The score itself is perhaps a fair en­
ough indication of the play, although 
our boys held the best ctid of the scqrc 
>ractically all the way until within a 
jicw minutes of the end of the game 
Atmdtrong, who had been trying hard 
to score, got in a rather lucky goal for 
them. Shillingford had just been sent 
to the fence and Armstrong, quick to 
seize the advantage of an extra player, 
succeeded in bulging our not with the 
equalizing tally.
There was a fair crowd of Armfs- 
trong supporters on _thc grounds to 
witness the game, which proved to be 
clean throughout, although there were 
quite a number of minor penalties pas­
sed around amongst the players on 
both sides by Referee Dick Douglas, 
of Vernon, it being pleasing to say 
that his decisions generally were ac­
cepted without question, a feature that 
adds to the pleasure of the game and 
tends to increase its popularity among 
the general public. ,
It was near five o’clock when the 
ball ivas faced off, the Armstrong side 
getting away to Kelowna ' territory, 
where Urquhart tries to demonstrjate 
his lightning flashes on go^l but Ber­
nard Raymcr checks him nicely. Not 
to be denied, however, he tries again 
but shoots wide. The game, which op­
ened quite furiously, is slowing down a 
bit and nice lacrosse by the locals re^
ChUdren’a Flag .  ^
Minstrel Show In  Theatre In 
The Evening
suits in play being carried to the north­
erners’ territory, where Angus Mc­
Millan bulges the net for the first goal. 
Facing off, Armstrong are again ag­
gressive and force the local defence. 
Two or three shots are sent in but, ow­
ing to the skill of the Kelowna def­
ence, they all went wide. DeHart gets 
the ball away and by a long swift pass 
the p la ^  is around Armstrong goal 
but is quickly back to our territory. 
Armstrong appear to do most of the 
attacking but our defence hold firm 
and are putting up a fine exhibition, 
when the whistle blows and the period 
ends with the score Kelowna 1, Arm­
strong, 0.
At the opening of the second per­
iod Armstrong again get away and 
have a shot on Kincaid, who saves 
nicely. Spear relieves and again the 
spectators are treated to a bit of nice 
stick handling and passing by the Ke- 
lowna boys, and the ball hovers around 
the Armstrong citadel for a time withr- 
out result. Fred Murray and his line 
of stalwart defenders allow no open­
ing. Then follows a series of end to 
end play with the ball being passed 
up and down the field rapidly but 
neither goal being long in danger. 
Tom Phillips and Vic. DeHart are 
both se*nt off for one minute. A shot 
on Armstrong goal goes wide, play is 
transferred to the Kelowna end, and in 
the midst of a vigorous offensive Alex 
Phillips and Bernard Raymer are sent 
to the fence for one minute. The at­
tack is kept up and Kincaid saves 
Another shot goes wide and the Kel­
owna defence have a busy time. Ling- 
ings and C. McMillan draw a three- 
mihute penalty, and the period ends 
with Armstrong trying hard to find an 
opening that Raymer and Neil and the 
other defenders refuse to allow, there 
being no change in the score.
After the usual half-time rest the 
third period opens with Armstrong 
again getting the ball on the face-off, 
and play continues around the Kelowna 
goal for the first few minutes, the 
home being apparently unable to 
hold the play in our opponents’ terri­
tory for any prolonged attack. Again 
the ball is passed quickly cn and down 
the field, the home players on both 
sides invariably losing it to their op­
posing defence checks. However,. in 
one of these quick , and short-lived 
rushes Tooley for Armstrong finds an 
opening and sends in the equalizing 
tally amid a burst of applause from thC 
spectators. The enthusiasm engender­
ed by the scoring of a goal seemed to 
act as a stimulus to further effort, and 
for a time it* looked as if another 
counter might come but _ Kincaid in 
goal and Raymer and Neil especially 
put up a great fight. Now the play 
shifts to Armstrong territory and the 
boy goalie saves nicely, the ball being 
sent back to our own goal. Scotty 
Neil gets it away in good style, car­
rying it almost the full length of the 
field and passes to Shillingford^ who 
snaps it into the goal, putting Kelow­
na again in the lead. On the face-off 
Armstrong get away and force Kin­
caid to stop a warm one, which he does 
nicely. The whistle blows with play 
about midfield. Kelowna 2, Armstrong 
1.'
At the opening of the fourth period 
Kelowna get the face-off- and force 
the play, Murray being called on to 
save, which he does. Very good la­
crosse is being played now and both 
sides, are putting up good work an< 
hard checking. Time and again the 
defence men on each team break up 
attacks on their goal. Shillingford is 
sent off at a critical period. Armstrong 
quickly seize the advantage of one man 
up and rushing in, Tom Phillips scores 
on a fluke goal and ties the score.
Next Thursday, June 21st, can be 
looked forward to by young and old 
as a red letter day, as on that date the 
members of the Kelowna Lodge, No. 
52, Benevolent and Protective Order 
of Elks, arc to hold their second an­
nual Children’s Flag Day in the, City 
Park, and all youngsters and grown­
ups in the country around Kelowna arc 
invited to be present and hav̂ c a good 
time. The Brother Bills have made 
arrangements with the various school 
tioards from Winfield to -the Mission 
and across the lake for a half-holiday, 
so that every child in the*valley can 
attend, and preparations have been 
made for some fifteen hundred, who 
will each receive a flag and be given 
tickets entitling them to icc cream, 
lemonade, cake and other delights.
There will be booths of various kinds 
and clowns of all descriptions, to say 
nothing of Charlie Chaplin. Games 
will be played and all kinds of fun and 
amusement provided, so that all can 
join in the merriment. For those who 
do not join in the festivities, or who 
arc glum and sulky, special. comic 
policemen will be provided, who will 
run them in without hesitation, as it 
will be a very serious offence not to 
join in the diversions in , a hearty rnan^ 
ncr. The proceedings will commence 
by a march of the children from the 
Public School, those who  ̂ come, from 
the country^ districts joining them, if 
possible. , i .
In the evening, also, there will be ,a 
.special concert and minstrel show in 
the Empress Theatre, which will be 
under the management of Mr. , J., 
Borthwick, itself a sufficient guarantee 
that it will be well worth taking m. 
All the best talent in town has been 
secured for this affair, which will pro­
vide a fitting finish to a perfect day of 
fun and amusement, and which every­
body should make a point of taking in 
in order to show their appreciation of 
the good work of our local Elks 
Lodge.
similar movement took place at this 
time last year. Local supplies of this 
grade' of stock arc said to bo depleted, 
as was the case last year. ^
New potatoes itro coming m in in­
creasing volume from local sources.
They vary in price as they vary in 
isizc. Some of them arc no bigger
than marbles and should not have been 
dug. Fair sized stock is bringing as 
high as 20c, hut this price can hardly 
be maintained in view of thg, increase 
in receipts which'will undoubtedly take 
place in the coming week. ' ^
Apples, No. 1 Winesap, box ....$ 3.50 
Abplc9. No. 1 Yellow Newton, _  
box ..................... ................. . 3.50
Cherries, Biiig, per lb. .u........ ••39
Cherries, Black Tartarians, lb.....  .25
20 ACRES* M under cultivation* bal­
ance in pasture; free irrigation;* 
small house, stable and
IIM E IS MONEY
Time is* no object with some
people, but if your Time is Money 
' the Telephone in Office,you need
Store and Residence
You arc then, at all hours, in 
cldse touch with all the offices 
and the majority of the residences 
in the Okanagan Valley.
Strawberries, crate, $3.00 to ...... 3.75
Rhubarb, box, $1.25 t o ................  1.50
Gooseberries, lb................     .10
Grapes, Elmcira (Aus.), lb...........  .50
Cantaloupes,, Standard crt., $9 to lO.M
Head Lettuce, crate ................  1.50
XrfCttuccj erflte •*■•••••••••••••••••••*# 1*25
Green Peas, Calif., Ib., 25c t o ........... 30
Green Beans, Calif., lb., 25c to .... .30
Cabbage, lb...................................  .07
Cauliflower, crate ......-vr-i-r:........
Tomatoes, H.H. crate, $5.50 to .. 6.00 
Tomatoes, Mexican, crate, $3.50
to ......................     4.00
Swede Turnips, sack .................... 1.50
1 OnionsI Grcc’n,^doz. bunches .... -  ' l l  OKANAGAN TELEPHONE G O I
'Garlic, lb....... - .......... .........................
I^cidislics  ̂ doz* .buticlics 
Cucumbers, doz., $2.00 to ............ 2.75
Peppers, lb............................. — - *50
Dry Belt Potatoes, ton, $35 to-.. 40.00 
Potatoes, Locals, Canada A
grade, t̂on  ........ ............... —• 25.00
New lb., up t o ....... .— .20
I LOW  RENTALS 




^  cash; balance in three equal annUaB 
payments. A.I land for truck, close to* 
school, 2 miles from town.
11 ACRES, more or less, apples, pears*.
110; close to*and prunes; clear titl
school; rural mail deliv** $ 3 ,0 0 »
c ry ., On easy terms 
20 ACRES. 15 under cultivation, 10 iis 
orchard (planted 1912); vancUcs: 
Macs.,  ̂Newtowns, SpiUs, Spys, R*
Anne Cherries, Bings*  ̂Lambert, Wcal­
iches; 5 acres in alfalfa..;thy, Plums, Pea es;... ------
Small house, 2 roomo; stable holds 3* 
horses; chicken house 
Price, on terms
15 ACRES, all under cultivation, freo-
irrigation, small bearing orchaidr 
soil, riw  black loam; close in. Two*
storey frame house, 8 rooms, bathroom, 
hot and cold water, back and front ver­
andah. Silo, hay barn, stable, cow atn- 
ble, chicken house., (FO K A fk  
Price, on terms
$3,000 cash; balance to arrange.
E. W. WILKINSON & CO.
BstabUsbed 1893.
Corner Bernard Avo. said W ater St. 
Phane 254
-The new dry dock which the federal 
government is constructing at .Esqui-^ 
malt at an estimated cost of $6,000,000; 
is one of the three largeot in the world.
Eggs:
B.C. Fresh Standards, to producer
The Oyama Women’s Institute have 
arranged to hold ■ a flower show to 
morrow.
Facing off, our boys fight back hart 
‘ all “ ■ ■ "
KOOWM GROWERS’ EXCIUNGE
FREE CITY DELIVERY PHONE 29
for the winning t y with just about 
three minutes to go. A._ McMillan 
sends in a wicked shot but just misses 
the goal, play is very iast and excite­
ment intense in the grim struggle that 
both sides are waging to get the win­
ning goal. Time is called' with Arm­
strong pressing our defence. Score: 2 
goals each. V
Ten minutes overtime, five minutes 
each way, results in the tie being un­
broken. The bvertime was productive 
of intense assaults on both goals, 
Murray and Kincaid each saving scy 
eral times. Shillingford was conspic­
uous for Kelowna and Urquhart for 
Armstrong in shooting, but neither 
side were able to break the tic, the 
game ending in a draw.
cases returned  ................... -  .25
B.C. Fresh Pullets, to producer,
cases returned.....— .22
B.C. Fresh Standards, whole- 1
. sale, 28c to .30 j
B.C. Fresh Pullets, wholesale,
25c to ....------ -----------V......  ?26
Live Poultry to shipper, Vancouver : 
Light Hens, 16c to 18c; Heavy Hens, 
Up to 20c; Light Springs, 25c; Heavy 
Springs, 35c to 45c; Stags, T3c; Old 
Ducks, 20c; Young Ducks, 35c to S5c; 
Geese, 16c.










































According to an announcement made 
by Hon. T. D. Patullo, six separate 
groups of financiers are negotiating 
with the Provincial Government with 
a view to establishing pulp and paper 
mills in B. G.
Referee: Dick Douglas, Vernon. 
Notes
Kelowna were short several regulars, 
Fred Fowler having left town. Old- 
timer McQueen played during the first 
half of the game, and his presence had 
a steadying effect on the younger play­
ers. ’ ■ . ■
Armstrong were also minus two of 
their regulars, Jim Phillips and Ham- 
mil being absent.
The lacrosse management and the 
K.A.A.C^ executive appreciate the in- 
terest in sport shown by those who so 
kindly furnished the transportation, 
enabling the team to reach their des­
tination in comfort. Those who lent 
the autos were Messrs. S. T. Elliott, 
Kenneth Maclaren, Stanley Wade and 
The Jenkins Co., . I
Vernon play Kelowna at Recreation | 
Park here today.





Warehouse Next to C.P.R. Waarf
FLOUR AND FEED alw a^  
in Stock at Lowest Prices.
Agent for Magnet Sepamtow
INTERM EDIATE LACROSSE
Kelowna intermediate team are ar­
ranging to play in Kamloops on July 
2nd. Salmon Arm also wanted a game 
with them on the same day but , ar­
rangements were concluded;, with 
Kamloops before the invitation was re-1 






is consumed daily by almost 
every person and since it is a 
daily beverage it must nec­
essarily have a bearing on 
our general health.
BASEBALL
Winfield 5, R. M- R- 3
' Playing at Winfield last Tuesday ev­
ening, the R. M. R. held the lead till 
the sixth inning, when^ Winfield 
the score and won out in the seventh.
It was a very good game, both pi^ 
chers pitched good ball and receiyed 
splendid support, the few errors of 
the evening coming at times when they 
did not prove costly. The R. M. R.s 
are short several of their regular play­
ers, Dick Parkinson and “Stub" Row- 
cliffe both being out of town on an | 
extended tour of the Pacific StatM.
The R. M. R. players were: J. Par-] 
kinson, c.; Cook,- p.; Gayton,/ 1 b.; 
Roth, 2 b.; Bourke, 3 b.; Sparks, ss.; 
Brown, If.; W. Day, cf.; Patterson, rf.
The game due between Rutland and 
the Elks last Tuesday had to be post­
poned owing to wet grounds.
Games for next Tuesday evening 
are: Elks at Winfield, while Glenmore 
meet the R. M. R. at the Athletic park.
District League Standing 
Won Lost
Elks 3
Glenmore -— — ------  3
Winfield .....— —----- 4
]^. It. , 1







Since we came to Kelow’- 
na we have strongly fea­
tured two lines of tea— 
"EXCELDA” in sealed pac­
kages and “AVONDALE" 
in bulk. W e have done so 
without any twinge of con­
science because we know 
that in handing you these 
brands we give you Tea that 
is as nearly harmless to Uie 
human system as any obtain­
able. Our increasing tea 





Tea, per lb. ...... 70c
Arrangements are being made for 
an all star team to represent Kelowna 
and district , at Penticton sports on | 
July 2nd.
FOOTBALL
The matter of Kelowna going after | 
the Robertson Cup, which is represen­
tative of the Championship .of the In­
terior, will depend on whether Vernon 
also enters the competition this year, 
the rules of the competition being such 
that the expense, if drawn against some, 
of the far off towns for the opening | 
roundf is too great.
Holmes \  
Gordon, Ltd.
Family Grocers Phone 30
Quality up to a standard, 
—-not down to a price
I
Father’sDay
f t 99Buy Dad a Tie
F A T H E R 'S  D A Y  
JU N E  17th , 1923
Jurie 17th has been set aside for FATHER’S 
DAY. W e have some wonderful days now- 
a-days—Apple Day, Fish Day, Mother’s Day, 
Dog Days, Elks' Day, Flag Day and not the
least important after Pay Day is—•




Sunday's the day when 
every son and daughter 
will seek to “plumb the 
depths of filial Regard,” 
Make the most of the 
opportunity — “ B u y  
Dad a Tie."
Our Stock is most complete for this occasion. -FOULARDS, 
LUXOR CREPES, VELSO POPLINS, KNITTED  
CRAVATS in some wonderful combinations of colour 
blending. -
Foulard and Tweed Effects
Grey is a popular shade for summer, also Butcher Blue, 
Palm Beach, Navy and White, Nile, Sand or Cairo Stripes. 
Such excellent Ties cannot fail to bring a gleam of ad­
miration to his eye.
New Novelty Goods
IN THE LADIES' d e p a r t m e n t  
MADE OF SW ISS WOOLS
Cardigans, henna body mixttfre, with a plain $ 12.75
Mauve body, trimmed mauve silk stripe, $ 1 2 . 7 5
^Iso silk stripe m sleeve
Nile Green Mixture, also matched stripes; $ 12.75
really wonderful blending of color effects _  .
These also come Sand, Grey, Navy, Saxe and Chow.
Tricolette Underskirts
These are just what is required with summer frocks. 
Scalloped bottoms aiid picot edges; colors: tangerine, 
china blue, paddy, henna, navy, scarlet $ 8 .0 0
tomato; priced to sell at ..-
SOMETHING NEW---JUST IN ! Suitable for 
JUMPER SWEATERS.
Persian Floss
The colors ar^ wonderful combinations and almost 
indescribable. 1-oz. balls .....—............. ........
Thomas Lawson; Ltd.
K E L O W N A ,  B .C .
Phone 215 P.O. Box 208
m
